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Dear Students, Alumni, Family, and Friends,

Being a newcomer to the vibrant community here at Maine

College of Art, I have had the privilege of seeing the College

with fresh eyes and experiencing the New Student Orientation

with the Class of 2021.

Do you remember your fi rst days at college? Try to picture 

yourself at this year’s Orientation. You would be deciding 

whether to take A Field Guide to the New World, which 

explores ideas and solutions for the changing environment, 

or to get hands-on experience with Slow Fashion: Fibers, 

Fashion, and the Farm to gain insights into the textile and 

fashion industry. Perhaps you would choose Species of 

Spaces and learn about the characteristics of the spaces 

we inhabit and how our senses aff ect our experiences 

with them. Maybe you would be selected for the Honors 

section, which looks at Portland’s urban landscape using 

Walter Benjamin’s Arcades Project as a guide.

In each case, you would be learning about Portland and the 

ways that artists bring concepts and experiences to life. Being

a student at MECA today is an exhilarating and empowering 

experience, one that we will attempt to share with you through

this publication.

This issue focuses on “the art of critique” as the backbone 

of an arts college education. Critique is a very useful way 

to sharpen our “ways of looking” and at its best encourages 

conversation and the creative exchange of ideas.

It is that creative exchange of ideas that drew me to MECA, 

and it is what I hope to continue exploring with each of you. 

Whether we are artists or arts appreciators, we all depend 

on art to help us refl ect on and shape our lives, and we share 

a commitment to providing artists with the education they 

need to succeed.

My hope is that together we can build a sustainable future 

that honors the past while educating the artists and designers 

of tomorrow. Thank you in advance for your precious time and 

for your interest in helping us create the MECA of the future.
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“Most people don’t see what’s going on around 

them. That’s my principal message to writers: For 

God’s sake, keep your eyes open. Notice what’s 

going on around you.” – William S. Burroughs

I could not think of a more suitable introduction to the topic of art 

school critique than a cynical observation accompanied by a blunt 

directive. A Beat Generation and postmodernist author like William 

Burroughs would deliver nothing less than pure sardonic scrutiny, 

with just a drop of indisputable incitement toward bettering yourself. 

My professors must have been well versed in him.

As a fairly confi dent undergraduate student, I certainly knew the all-

too-familiar knotted stomach before the judgment of critique. Every 

student of art has their own brutal horror story that would warrant a

shiver from Ryan Murphy [American Horror Story]. I particularly recall

a disheveled drawing professor who would scarcely breathe a word 

as he prowled the room for that one newsprint sketch worthy of his

glare. Tumbleweeds of dust and charcoal would wisp across the work

as if you had unwittingly stepped into some esoteric fi lm noir Western.

Mind you, this unusual critique had your laborious foundation drawings

strewn about the fl oor—unworthy of the prestigiously smudged, stained,

and thumbtack-speckled wall. With a guttural belch of coff ee breath

followed by a cantankerous head shake of disapproval, out poured

the remaining contents of his cup onto the unsuspecting work that 

met his morning derision. “Well. Make another; make it better.” I thank

everything holy that I never actually had this professor, regardless of

whether this scenario ever, in fact, occurred—but I certainly heard stories. 

My 18-year-old self was veritably terrifi ed into hellish motivation for

approval and perfection upon hearing such tales. Like all early-stage 

artists, we yearn for some sense of validation that our creative pursuits

are of merit. With so many voices in our head pulling us in every 

direction, there comes a “trial by fi re” clarity that you just can’t please 

everyone, and why would you ever want to? I still summon that story

from time to time in order to remind myself of that perspective and

that the genuine motivation of critique is to sharpen a position in 

perception—your way of looking—to rouse cognitive exploration, to

notice and decipher what it is you’re doing in the fi rst place.

All things considered, if the fi rst level of art critique is judgment with 

a hint of dread and uncertainty, naturally the second level is defense

accompanied by provocation. Rather than defense in the judiciary 

sense, where fast talk and wit will only get you so far, I’d consider 

a true art defense comparable to environmental adaptation. As for

any creature thrown into an extreme environment, fortifi cation 

against the elements comes only by means of exposure, time, and 

survival through repeated antagonism. Sounds like your typical art 

education to me. It entails hours in the studio, working your hands 

raw and building up a calloused skin less pervious to otherwise 

cutting gestures of disapproval. This doesn’t mean you simply ignore

criticism, but uphold a newly stationed garrison of studio and life

experience to shield against any nonsense.

THE CRUCIBLE OF CRITIQUE:
 MICRO THOUGHTS AND WISHFUL BEGINNINGS

By Kyle Patnaude, Visiting Assistant Professor of Metalsmithing & Jewelry

My later BFA clique included a cacophony of opinionated, but 

lovingly spiteful and shrewdly droll, 90’s-generation comrades. Their

shade-fi lled tutelage formulated a personal adeptness towards verbal

sparring that proved most useful when I was pitted against a visiting

guest critic. In previous years, my heart pounded before a critique 

as I lay my work out for wolves. Around junior or senior year, that 

heart pounding came at the eruption of battle. My work became more

independent and was bolstered by an increased profi ciency in 

technical aptitude and conceptual research, compared to previous

assignment-driven projects. Critiques changed at this period as well,

directed towards content and interpretation rather than earlier artistic

exercises in form, color, and skill. 

I had emerged from an all-nighter fi nishing a deeply personal piece 

that was diffi  cult to talk about, characteristic of any student on the 

verge of fi nding themselves. While I can’t recall the critic's name, I 

vividly remember the scene: the subbasement of Pratt Institute, aka 

“the dungeon”—a dank 30-foot-square cinder block room with only one

hanging incandescent bulb. Twelve or so of my classmates and a

handful of professors all fi led in and took their places along the wall,

awaiting the match to begin. The guest critic for the day was a

writer from one of New York’s art publications—and this was not my

fi rst encounter with him. Commencing without much fanfare, people

shuffl  ed around the installation, some sat and whispered to each other

off  in the corner, and the white noise of crit assessment reverberated 

around the room. “So what the hell am I supposed to do with this?” 

The critic broke the silence and sucked all the air from the room. Our

academic squabble volleyed sharp opinions and obscure references

back and forth, along with several utterances of “he doesn’t get it” 

from both sides. Twenty minutes later, still visibly shaking and with 

fully dilated pupils, we concluded with a handshake. I felt as if I’d just 

gone several rounds with Sugar Ray Leonard and was in dire need 

of a Nat Sherman Black & Gold, or maybe two.

Speaking later with a trusted professor, I expressed how I felt 

the whole ordeal had gone horribly awry and that I wanted to 

give up making that type of personal work. Remember, criticism 

of personal work at this stage in any art career is all too often seen 

as a personal attack. This professor was my closest confi dant and 

still is to this day. She immediately shot me a fl ummoxed stare and 

quickly admonished my defeatism. I had felt beaten to a pulp and 

publicly ousted as a charlatan. She told me the only reason it felt so 

merciless was because there was signifi cance in the work. Had the 

installation been ineff ectual, the dialogue would have devolved into 

tedious niceties and we would have uneventfully moved on. We 

only fi ght when we believe in something. I realized then and there 

that criticism in art is also about taking your lumps when you 

deserve them. My dramatic consternation over his criticism led to 

a sense of inadequacy that in the end was unwarranted. In creating 

such intimate and sincerely sourced work, I deceived myself into 

thinking the work was unquestionable. I was narrow-minded and 

oversensitive to the provocations of the critic, who truly had my best 

interests at heart. Years later I found a quote by Kazimir Malevich 

that rang true: “Only dull and powerless artists defend their art by

reference to sincerity. I think that doesn’t mean it can’t be . . . but

it shouldn’t be an excuse.”

My experience may not be the same as everyone and I’m well aware

I have neglected to include positive critiques from this art school 

saga. Praise gives me ennui and holds little relevance for furthering 

my pursuits. The crucible of critique fostered a desire for constructive

dissonance, not a room full of “yes men.” When it comes down to it,

I’d rather put on my gloves and dance around the ring of divergent

convictions. 

Nowadays, everyone’s a critic. Bullheaded opinions enrage millions 

across social media platforms daily. But they’re not engaging in the 

same level of constructive criticism you learn in art school. There’s a 

reason why most critiques seem simply to be a series of questions. 

What is the meaning behind that particular decision? How do you 

interpret what you’re looking at? It’s survival training for making sense 

of our contemporary world. For most, critique questions can seem to 

be trivial and to ask the obvious. What’s really going on are mental 

gymnastics in observation and interpretation, stripping away the 

commonplace in order to survey the substantive core. For me, the 

fun part is that there’s often no answer there, only more questions.

Perhaps young artists feel the need to fi nd answers to all the 

questions heaved their way. I suggest that maybe the best answer 

is simply another, more informed question. Something that leads you 

to something else. The best part of art-making is the exploration of

ideas and the incredible tangents you fi nd along the way. I didn’t

become an artist to remain resistant to a world of diff ering ideas and

experiences. If the blood and tears of art school critique taught me

anything, it was to question everything and absorb as much as possible.

The subject of art critique may not always be enjoyable, especially to

young artists. Nonetheless, it keenly generates the skill set to question

ways of thinking and expand creative territory. Artists are uniquely

positioned to stand in front of society and culture, absorbing both 

like-minded and divergent opinions in order to formulate the work 

we produce. In a world where everyone in the comments section is 

a veritable Rhodes scholar with an answer for everything, the best 

extraction from the art critique experience is the ability to say, “I 

don’t know. Let’s think about it.” 

The art critique is a microcosm of an artist’s life. Think of your practice

in the studio as you being the guest critic of society, culture, and what 

it means to be human. What is art but standing in front of something 

and proclaiming thoughts and opinions, things you notice and share

with the group? Even better, consider the following when you’re at

odds: “I think this. If you disagree, allow me to illuminate.” And so 

you bridge intolerability with dialogue, choosing debate over snap 

judgment and recalcitrance. 

I don’t want to live in a world where the art of informed discourse has

died, where beauty and free thought are poisoned by brutal cynicism.

Artists persist with our eyes open and awaken those we critique in 

order to keep us all alive and well. 

Artists are uniquely positioned to stand
in front of society and culture, absorbing
like-minded and divergent opinions in 
order to formulate the work we produce.

Kyle Patnaude is a sculptor based in the rich 

tradition of metalsmithing, through which he combines

contemporary sculptural forms with the skill and 

elegance of precious metalworking. His work explores

the political and humanistic qualities of an ever-present

“queerness” through coded objects of the mundane. 

He earned his BFA in sculpture from Pratt Institute and 

his MFA from the University of Wisconsin Madison 

and had a recent solo exhibit, The Serpent’s Egg, at 

the Frank Brockman Gallery in Brunswick, Maine.
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FOCUS ON ICA4
Tell us a little bit about the background and
legacy of the ICA.

Jennifer Gross was the fi rst director of the ICA when it opened 

in the Porteous Building back in 1997. The vision at the time was 

to be a premier art space focused specifi cally on contemporary 

art, as there was nothing comparable in Portland then. David 

Ireland was the fi rst artist to be showcased, and his dedication to 

working with students and interns helped to launch the premiere 

exhibit. The ICA directors, who also served as curators, have 

gone on to accomplish incredible things in the art world. Gross 

is currently the deputy director for curatorial aff airs and chief 

curator at the deCordova Sculpture Park and Museum in Lincoln, 

Massachusetts. Mark Bessire is the director of the Portland 

Museum of Art in Maine, Cindy Foley serves as the executive 

deputy director for learning and experience at Columbus 

Museum of Art in Ohio, Toby Kamps is the director of the Blaff er

Art Museum at the University of Houston, Daniel Fuller is the

curator at the Atlanta Contemporary Art Center, and Lauren  

Fensterstock is an assistant professor in MECA’s MFA Program

and a practicing artist. 

All kinds of school groups visit the ICA and use our exhibitions 

as part of their classroom experiences. We have programs that 

focus on youths, K-12, and other groups from colleges such as 

Bates, the University of Southern Maine, and Southern Maine 

Community College. We’re free and open to the public, so we 

really provide a service to the community. 

What is your current vision?

Having been given this opportunity to honor the vision and 

legacy of the people who were here before me, I plan to move 

the ICA forward with a fl exible curatorial model that will allow 

new voices to be included in this progressive, contemporary 

art space for years to come. My current vision is to really take

off  with this new model that allows me to be nimble and fl exible

through identifying and working with guest curators. At any

one time I can be working with nine diff erent curators with nine

diff erent visions and levels of expertise. We provide a platform

in an amazing facility to honor, support, and promote a curator’s

vision and what they want to produce. 

The ICA is always changing and continuously evolving. We 

don’t overschedule, allowing us to include an exhibit that needs 

to take place because of a current climate or that addresses a 

social or global issue. But we can also schedule out two years 

in advance and give curators and artists valuable time to create 

work, for which they are grateful. 

In 2017, as we celebrate our 20th anniversary, I see the ICA 

evolving to have a deeper connection to not only the local 

community, but the global community as well, through digital 

communication. Powerful and poignant exhibits can be seen 

years later and through diff erent types of media. 

How do the exhibits and projects impact MECA’s 
students and the curriculum?

The ICA has never lost sight of the educational component of 

this space that ties directly to the curriculum and vice versa, with 

some exhibitions layered into the curriculum itself. In fact, the 

ICA is used as a laboratory space for many classrooms, including 

MECA’s Master of Arts in Teaching (MAT) Program.

Our goal is to have every student come to visit every exhibit, get to 

know the curators, be immersed in contemporary art, get to know the

artists, and participate in conversations. Otherwise we could be like any

other place. We are unique. Any student interested in working in a gallery

or museum can train in the ICA through internships, employment, and

hands-on experiences through curatorial practices, learning how an

exhibition is put together from beginning to end, which is vital to them.

They get real-world experience and deep dive into the exhibition process.

MECA’s visiting artist committee is a link between the curriculum and

exhibition roster. We work with faculty to produce curated exhibits, and

we work with students and alumni who participate in exhibits. We’ve had

interactive projects through MECA’s Public Engagement Program and

we occasionally showcase student work in our front gallery through a

vetted proposal process. In addition, the ICA manages all the exhibitions

on campus.

The recent Painting Symposium in conjunction with
the American Genre: Contemporary Painting exhibit
curated by Michelle Grabner was a huge success, 
with over 150 people attending. What was that like?

It was an incredible experience to have artists, critics, writers, and 

a participatory audience hear from leaders in the fi eld. This event 

would not have been possible without Gail Spaien, professor in 

MECA's Painting and MFA Programs and a contributing artist to the 

American Genre exhibition. She developed this grand idea and had 

the energy to see it through. Michelle Grabner shared her vision for 

the exhibition that surrounded us, and we all got to kind of geek out 

on painting and be immersed in critical theory and all things painting. 

Our students were able to engage directly with these leaders and 

everyone left inspired, feeling like they sat through something really 

meaningful and powerful. We plan to have more symposia and 

opportunities for the community to engage in critical conversations.

In what sense is the ICA “a constant critique”?

The students who come in here say, “Ahh—that’s art,” because they see

it on the walls. But the purpose of the ICA is to create dialogue—for a

student, guest, or visitor to view artwork and have a response. It might

be positive, negative, emotional, or blasé, but there’s a response. The

exhibitions are meant to provoke students to bring these conversations

back to their classrooms and strive to have their work on view in a

museum or gallery or in experimental ways. We have pop-up events,

visiting artists, a lot of things that percolate beyond the walls of the 

gallery. The future of the ICA lies in the impacts that go well beyond 

just the physical space. 

Are there any particularly memorable stories you

would like to share?

My most memorable story—the reason why I was so drawn to working

in the ICA—was my experience as a young student working with David

Ireland and being an intern on that exhibition, where I received fi rst-

hand experience and made a real personal connection with the artist. I

will never forget it. Partnering with Daniel Fuller on the student-immersive

events where we collaborated on weeklong student engagement 

projects was also a rich experience. The projects were fun, wacky, and 

strange, but mostly they were incredible experiences for our students. 

I continue to look back on those two important experiences, and they

fuel the work that I do now. 

UPCOMING EXHIBITIONS

OFF THE WALL

January 17 – February 23, 2018

Brooklyn-based artists Rosy Keyser and Ryan Wallace
pay homage to the artist Eva Hesse in a show of work
curated by Jaime DeSimone that explores the collision
between painting and sculpture. 

YOU NEVER KNOW HOW 
YOU LOOK THROUGH 
OTHER PEOPLE’S EYES

March 8 – April 20, 2018

Selected artists create an antagonistic equilibrium in
an experimental framework curated by artist Scott
Patrick Wiener.

2018 MFA THESIS EXHIBITION
May 11 – June 8, 2018

meca.edu/ica

INTERVIEW:
ERIN HUTTON
Erin Hutton ’98 is the Director of Exhibitions and 
Special Projects at the Institute of Contemporary 
Art (ICA) at MECA. In this issue of MECA Magazine,
she refl ects on the rich legacy of the ICA and her
vision going forward.
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What happens to history when stories are lost? And what is the artist’s role

in saving and sharing stories? Students in Documentary Storytelling, a class 

taught by MECA Adjunct Instructor of Foundation Matt Frassica, worked 

through these questions while learning techniques for storytelling, narrative, 

and engagement in a partnership with the Abyssinian Meeting House on 

Newbury Street in Portland, Maine. This Second-Year Lab class, which is 

part of MECA’s Public Engagement curriculum, continued a long-term project 

and podcast in conjunction with the Abyssinian. As Professor Frassica 

described, “This oral history project is greater than just this class—it’s a 

means of connecting to the Maine African American experience, making 

sure the stories are heard, preserved, and honored.”

The third-oldest African American meeting house in the country, the 

Abyssinian was built in 1828 as a church and also served as a school and

a concert hall before closing in 1917. Its members included abolitionists and 

leaders of the Underground Railroad. Students collected stories from the

Committee for the Restoration of the Abyssinian as well as members of the

African American community in greater Portland. In early October, the students

—newly equipped with an understanding of story structure and the tools for

engaging subjects—took a tour of the Abyssinian and began to ask questions.

Frassica said the students had a profound experience: they were poignantly

aff ected by the layers of history in the house and in their community. One 

student remarked that the Abyssinian was “one of the most peaceful places” 

they’d ever been. Others said they could really feel the presence of history. 

The building is currently in the process of being renovated and rebuilt; one

can see these historical layers in the structure itself. 

“There are not a lot of forms in which students and young people can connect

to older people and ask them questions about their lives and experiences. 

It’s really valuable to create these kinds of connections,” Frassica noted. “Art

students are learning how to use themselves as a source. This project allows

students to make connections to a wider community. They’re able to use these

skills of seeing themselves as part of something greater in this project in particular,

but are also able to carry that knowledge forward as both citizens and artists 

in their own work.” Through a mix of practical skills and civic engagement, the 

students come away with a greater understanding of the Abyssinian’s impressive

signifi cance—for themselves and for their audiences. Their work will culminate 

in collected oral histories and live storytelling events in early 2018.

Other classes also developed community partnerships for studio-based learning.

The students in Design Studio, a class taught by Adjunct Instructor of Graphic

Design Drew Hodges, partnered with several organizations. Linked through

the Maine Association for Nonprofi ts, MECA’s Graphic Design majors worked

primarily with 501(c)3 organizations that had budgets under $100,000 on posters,

branding, and typography projects. This connection served nonprofi ts who

otherwise might not be able to aff ord specialty design services while providing

students with real-world experience working with clients. Kirk Simpson ’18 

refl ected that the class was “both incredibly rewarding and challenging at the 

same time. Each student tears each project down, fi nding out what the audience’s

needs are, what the client’s needs are, and what our own imaginations can bring.”

Hodges founded Spot Design in 1987, which was followed by the launch of

SpotCo, an innovative full-service entertainment advertising agency that has

done branding work for large Broadway shows such as Rent and Hamilton. He

said he modeled the class “on a working design studio with the students as

designers and myself as creative director. Not every project is a nonprofi t, but

most are. Jessica Tomlinson, director of Artists at Work at MECA, has been a

great help: she connected us with the nonprofi ts in Maine. We began by working

on a 1984 reading for the organization One Book, Many Conversations. Next, 

we did a membership outreach for the Center for Maine Contemporary Art in

Rockland. Finally, we moved forward with a poster for the D.L. Geary Brewing

Company—with which MECA has a 16-year involvement—and worked with the

Frannie Peabody Center for World AIDS Day on December 1.” 

One Book, Many Conversations, a nationwide initiative that encourages 

dialogue by rooting it in the reading of a specifi c book, chose George Orwell’s

1984 for the 2017 project. The University of New England, the local sponsor 

for the project, selected Simpson’s design for the Southern Maine One Book, 

Many Conversations 1984 poster. Simpson attributed this success, in part, to 

his professor: “Drew pushed us beyond the design aesthetic and made us tap 

directly into the emotional connection each project and community partner

needed. Through imagery and a strong attention to typography—and how it

activated emotions—Drew brought his years of experience right to the core

of what every student needed and how each one of us could successfully 

deliver a winning design.”

Jenna Crowder ’09 is an artist who works in installation, curating, and writing. She

earned her BFA in Sculpture at MECA and has worked internationally on public and

collaborative art projects. Jenna is currently a member of the Portland Public Art

Committee and is a member artist at Pickwick Independent Press. She is the co-

founding editor of the online arts journal The Chart.

COMMUNITY MATTERS6

MECA 
STUDENTS 
EMBRACE 
REAL-WORLD 
PROJECTS
by Jenna Crowder ’09

“Drew pushed us beyond the design 
aesthetic and made us tap directly into 
the emotional connection each project 
and community partner needed.”

– KIRK SIMPSON ’18
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Drew Hodges, adjunct instructor of Graphic Design, 

leads a critique of posters in his Design Studio class.

Dennis Ross, president of WJZP 107.9, a local jazz radio 

station, was interviewed by students as part of MECA’s 

Documentary Storytelling class. Photo by Tia Doering 

’20. Students in Drew Hodges’ Design Studio class also 

worked with him on a rebranding project for WJZP.

Jill Duson, who serves on the Portland City Council, was 

interviewed by students as part of MECA’s Documentary 

Storytelling class. Photo by Candice Gosta ’20.

This One Book, Many Conversations 1984 poster, 

designed by Kirk Simpson ’18, was selected to promote 

local community programming for the initiative.



FIRST, THE RAVEN
MECA Assistant Professor Seth Rogoff, who lives in Prague 

and travels back to his hometown of Portland, Maine, each 

semester to begin his online courses in person, has had his first 

novel published by Sagging Meniscus Press. First, the Raven is 

an unconventional tale of confined spaces and psychological 

discomfort that takes place in a Maine bar during a blizzard and 

encompasses the rendezvous between a translator and playwright 

after a 20-year separation. Seth wrote an essay called “Jewish 

Identity in Crisis: Philip Roth and the Holocaust” for the book Critical 

Insights: Holocaust Literature, published by Salem Press. He is also 

writing an essay on Freud and dreams for an upcoming Brill series 

volume entitled "Thamyris/Intersecting: Place, Sex and Race." On 

February 2, 2018, Burrow: Revisited, a collaborative performance 

by Seth and world-class musician and sound artist Alex Waterman, 

will premiere at the ICA at MECA. The piece, influenced by a short 

story by Kafka, is centered around a fictional narrative that explores 

ways in which literature may be interpreted, enhanced, and shared 

in a non-academic setting to deepen the audience’s appreciation.

A UNIQUE PROGRAM WITH 
AN ETHICAL CORE
MECA welcomes Alysha Kupferer as our new chair and assistant professor 

of the Textile & Fashion Design Program. Ian Anderson, vice president of 

academic affairs and dean of the college, said, “Alysha’s interdisciplinary 

career spans fashion, textile art, sustainability, and technology. As an 

educator and program chair, her goal is to push education forward by 

combining the strengths of emerging technology with the traditions of 

the hand, with respect to cultures who have passed down knowledge  

on which our understandings are based.” Alysha’s textile-based 

installations and performances investigate the relationship between 

consumers, products, and the economics of retail systems. In the  

interest of sustainability, she also researches natural dyeing methods  

and practices, and finds and adapts traditional recipes for contemporary 

application. “I could not be more excited to join the faculty at MECA  

and to lead this distinctive program that combines textiles knowledge 

with design for the body,” said Kupferer. “As chair, I aim to align the 

Textile & Fashion Design Program with MECA’s core principles of civic 

engagement and creative entrepreneurship to build a unique program 

with an ethical core.”

FACULTY CORNER8

DECADES OF DEDICATION
Doug Vollmer, former assistant professor in Academic Studies at MECA, 

was the recipient of this year’s Outstanding Teacher Award conferred 

by The National Marine Educators Association (NMEA). Doug’s decades 

of dedication to his work and his passion for teaching coastal science 

made him a natural choice to receive this honor. Doug has been a 

formal educator for 60 years, and for the last 40 has inspired and taught 

MECA students as a professor of biology, up until his retirement in 

2016. He continues to be a passionate advocate for the preservation 

of the natural world. MECA associate professor and colleague Bob  

Jenkins said, “Doug connected each artist to the natural world and  

the issues surrounding the presentation of coastal ecosystems. He  

empowered students to create art as a universal language and to  

convey concepts that cross into real-life political and scientific arenas.  

Students who first entered his class fearful of ‘science’ came away with 

confidence, knowing that artistic expression can be a powerful tool to 

reflect important scientific issues facing society today.”

A MULTITUDE OF TECHNIQUES

Bukola Koiki was hired as visiting assistant professor in Printmaking 

as part of the Association of Independent Colleges of Art & Design’s  

(AICAD) yearlong Post-Graduate Teaching Fellowship Program, which 

seeks to provide professional practice opportunities to high-achieving 

candidates while also increasing the racial and ethnic diversity of 

faculty at AICAD institutions. Bukola is a multidisciplinary artist who 

was born in Lagos, Nigeria, and came to study art in the United States 

as a teen through a series of events involving a secondary school 

classmate and the American Visa Lottery Program. This sudden shift in 

location as a teenager informs her work, which explores the experience 

of being a hybrid of two disparate cultures and the constant external 

and internal battles of existing in that liminal space between them 

through various conceptual lenses. She employs labor-intensive and 

layered techniques, including natural dyeing, embroidery on paper 

and textiles, printmaking, drawing, and painting, to evoke ideas about  

home, cultural displacement, memory, and time. 

VISITING SALT FACULTY

In the fall of 2017, the Salt Institute for Documentary Studies  

at MECA welcomed Yoon S. Byun as the visiting instructor of 

Photography and Short Film, and Colin Cheney as the guest 

instructor of Writing. Since 1973, students of Salt have captured  

the spirit of the culture, people, and landscapes of Maine. In  

April 2016, the Salt Institute for Documentary Studies formally 

became a part of MECA. In March 2017, Annie Avilés was  

selected to serve as chair of the program, bringing a wealth 

of experience in documentary storytelling for national and 

international media outlets.

YOON S. BYUN

Yoon S. Byun has spent the last 15 years using a camera as 

a way to meet people from all walks of life. His photography 

and video work has been recognized by Pictures of the Year 

International, Edward R. Murrow, and National Headliner Awards. 

He was a part of the Boston Globe team awarded the 2014 

Pulitzer Prize in breaking news for coverage of the Boston 

Marathon bombings. During his time as director of visuals at  

the Portland Press Herald, Yoon’s staff won numerous awards  

for photography and video.

COLIN CHENEY

Colin Cheney is a writer and poet. His collection of poems, 

Here Be Monsters, was selected for the National Poetry Series 

and published by University of Georgia Press. The recipient 

of an MFA in Creative Writing from New York University, he 

taught expository writing at NYU and creative writing in the 

City University of Hong Kong’s low-residency MFA program. 

In addition to his work as a writer and educator, Colin co-

produced The City Dark, an Emmy-nominated documentary 

film exploring the impacts of light pollution, and he produces, 

mixes, edits, and co-hosts the podcast Poet in Bangkok. 

Photo by Aya Brackett

ART AS ENDEAVOR
Christy Georg, a visiting assistant professor in MECA’s Sculpture 

Program, has worked as a deckhand aboard sailing schooners, thru- 

hiked the 2,650-mile Pacific Crest Trail and the 500-mile Colorado 

Trail, and cruised the Arctic. Endurance, achievement, and a Sisyphean 

attempt to capture the present moment remain underlying themes  

in her endeavors. Recently, she has been focusing on realizing her 

long-term project Great Guns, an unusual, immersive installation she 

began during her residency at Kohler Arts, which called it “one of  

the most ambitious projects attempted in our 43-year history.” The  

goal is to construct a large ship-like installation featuring two huge, 

ghostly white naval cannons, using mirrors to reflect them in an  

infinite gun deck that will viscerally illustrate the scene of dexterity 

between men and machine in close quarters.

FACULTY  
CORNER



Assistant Instructor of Illustration Daniel Minter, and Assistant Professor 

of Sculpture and MFA Joshua Reiman.

The Portland Museum of Art's 2018 Biennial is made possible by the

William E. and Helen E. Thon Endowment Fund, with additional support

from the PMA Contemporaries. “Inspired by his own experience and

love of biennials, Thon entrusted the PMA with the means to off er a 

rich contemporary art experience to its audiences.” 

Nat May, the former executive director of SPACE Gallery (another vital 

arts organization and connecting point in downtown Portland, located 

between MECA and the PMA), was invited to curate the biennial this 

year. In addition to his work at SPACE for more than 13 years, May has 

been a strong infl uencer in the local arts community. To determine the 

fi nal list, May assembled a team of arts professionals, which included 

PMA's Judy and Leonard Lauder Director Mark Bessire, artist and 

Maine Indian Basketmakers Alliance co-founder Theresa Secord, and 

Skowhegan School of Painting & Sculpture Co-Director Sarah Workneh. 

They each visited studios throughout Maine and the nation, meeting with

artists who complement each other while refl ecting Maine’s increasingly 

diverse community. In a change from past biennials, many of the artists

will be exhibiting not just one singular work but several.

Think about it. When was the last time you and a friend discussed a really

good book or movie and asked each other the names of the three major 

characters? In a forgetful moment, perhaps, but not as part of serious 

conversation. As a teacher, my rule of thumb has been: “If you know the 

answer, it’s not a question.” Not knowing what my students are about to 

say keeps our classroom inquiry alive and inspires me to learn alongside 

them. While aesthetics and traditional criticism have their place in formal

learning, telling children what to see or asking them questions that you

already know the answer to stands in the way of uncovering their excitement.

Listen to the dialogue between young children. They are fi lled with

wonderment. Yet, by the time we reach adulthood, that sense of natural

questioning fades. So, how can we bring it back?

Building imaginative conversation is the fi rst step toward artist-oriented 

critique, and asking simple questions can lead to insightful observations. 

Last summer, I worked with a group of MAT students at the Portland 

Museum of Art to model one specifi c approach to discussing art called 

Visual Thinking Strategies (VST). The approach seems overly simplistic to

trained artists, and I had a near revolt on my hands when I asked my group

to respond to modifi ed versions of VST’s three basic questions: What 

do you see? What in the painting makes you say that? What other ideas

does the group have? Instead of replying, they hijacked the conversation 

and began talking about what they liked and didn’t like about each piece

of art and whether or not they thought the drawings, paintings, and 

sculptures had been properly executed. Erudite vocabulary poured from
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their mouths without much excitement. To a person, they refused to stay

with the VST questioning technique.

Exasperated, I looked around the gallery and saw a fi ve-year-old child,

sketchbook in hand, who seemed mesmerized by the artwork that 

surrounded her. I walked up to the child and asked, “Is there one piece 

that is your favorite?” She immediately took me to a drawing of a civil 

rights leader with textured lines of mixed emotions cross-hatched over 

his face. As I began the questioning routine, the MAT group slowly 

gathered behind me. The young child couldn’t stop talking about what 

she saw and what drew her to the image. Her insights surprised the future

art teachers. They took notes about what art vocabulary they would

introduce based on her insights about the artist’s drawing. Their thinking

moved from “This is silly” to “This gives me ideas about what to teach.”

Finally, I asked the girl, “What made you choose this picture?” She looked

straight up at me and said, “He scribbles like me.” As her words tumbled 

out, I glanced down to see that her sketchbook was actually a small 

coloring book and she had scribbled all over the pictures on each page.

Fern Tavalin is a creative educator whose work is nationally known for its

technological innovation in using multimedia and telecommunication to

improve student learning in the arts and humanities. She has spoken 

widely on topics including arts assessment, technology innovation, project-

based learning, primary source investigation, and the development of

digital portfolios. 

HE SCRIBBLES LIKE ME!
 By Fern Tavalin, Professor and Program Chair of Master of Arts in Teaching (MAT)

Maine College of Art shares deep roots with the Portland Museum of Art.

In 1882, the Portland Society of Art was founded, which encompassed both

the art school and the museum. Not until 1982 did the Portland School of Art 

(as it was named in 1972) separate into an independent organization with a 

renewed mission to educate professional visual artists. In 1992, the College 

was once again renamed as MECA to better refl ect its status as a degree-

granting New England school.

Throughout its transformations, MECA has always retained close ties with

the Portland Museum of Art, both as our neighbor in the Arts District and 

in recognition of the collaborative arts community here. MECA’s fi rst-year 

student orientation, for example, includes a visit to the PMA, and MECA 

has off ered Drawing at the PMA as a Continuing Studies class. In 2013, 

the PMA presented Ahmed Alsoudani: Redacted, the fi rst major museum 

exhibition of the work of American-Iraqi artist Ahmed Alsoudani ’05, one 

of our most successful alumni.

PMA’s 2018 Biennial, a survey of contemporary art “intended to highlight 

artists with meaningful connections to Maine and enrich the cultural lives

of the people of the state,” runs through May 30, 2018, and the 25

selected artists include many from the MECA community: David Driskell, 
Hon. DFA ’96, Gina Adams ’02, Jenny McGee Dougherty ’05, Anne 
Buckwalter MFA ’12, Adjunct Instructor of Foundation Stephen Benenson,

HIGHLIGHT ON THE ARTS IN PORTLAND: PORTLAND MUSEUM OF ART’S 2018 BIENNIAL

portlandmuseum.org

Maine College of Art is pleased to celebrate the ongoing synergy of our well-aligned institutions.



Wheels click in staccato rhythms and rubber stoppers shriek against the 

slick wooden floor of the track. Strapped head to toe in protective pads 

and helmets, 10 women on roller skates jockey for position, huddling in 

groups, bracing and pushing. Two nimble skaters—jammers—race each 

other as they try to score points for their teams while avoiding the clusters 

of the opponent’s blockers. 

It’s a Saturday night in September—the opening bout of the 2017 Maine 

Roller Derby season. The RIP Tides are battling the Calamity Janes at 

Happy Wheels Skate Center in Portland, Maine. I am trying to be nimble 

myself as I dart from this corner to that, my camera and tripod in tow. I  

chose roller derby as the subject for my short documentary film project at 

Salt because I’ve always loved the pageantry of the sport: the campy derby 

nicknames like Cabbage Smash Kid and Stella Moves, and the displays of 

bravado and high drama on the track. But as I circle the players trying to 

get footage, trying not to get hit, I’m still not sure of the story I want to tell. 

Later, at the after-party, under glowing strings of lights on the rooftop of 

Bayside Bowl, I asked some of the skaters sitting near me, “What should 

my focus be? What is the real story here?” One of the newer skaters spoke 

up quickly. She looked younger than most of the other skaters, and her 

long limbs, speed, and agility made her a natural jammer. During the bout, 

she looked almost like she was tiptoeing as she fought her way through 

the opposing team’s blockers—a mix of determination and uncertainty.  

She shared her own story: like other gay women on the team, she’d  

found not only a community that is notoriously inclusive, but she’d also  

met women who’d been out for some time and were living the kinds of  

lives she hoped for for herself. I thought about my own experiences as a 

gay person, how I sought out places where I could be around other LGBT 

people, how reassuring it felt to see those older community members 

and think, “I’m going to be okay.” Her story stuck with me all weekend. 

The following week, I asked if she would share her story in my film, 

and she reluctantly agreed. She was nervous about being on camera, 

afraid she might say the wrong thing; she didn’t really want the spotlight. 

That week, she allowed me to film her at practice, gliding around the 

track, chatting with teammates, but the following evening, when it 

was time to sit down for the interview, she texted me apologetically. 

She just wasn’t sure that she wanted to share her story, to open 

herself up to judgment and scrutiny. I told her I understood, but I was 

crushed. I wasn’t sure that I could make the film without her story. 

Before I came to MECA, I buzzed with anticipation through the spring 

and summer, knowing that I would soon be leaving a job that had become 

heavy and stale. I knew I would spend the last four months of the year 

far from home, learning to make documentaries while surrounded by 

other students chasing the same dream. But during the second week  

of classes, when we turned in our first assignments, I realized that I was 

afraid to share my work with the class. I had studied photojournalism 

as an undergrad a decade ago, but in the years between had somehow 

forgotten how terrifying it is to create something so personal and then 

put it up on a screen for others to judge. I couldn’t fault the young 

skater for being scared of how I might tell her story or for her fear of 

what others might think. 

In the weeks after our failed interview, I wrestled with my disappointment, 

but I knew I just wasn’t done with roller derby yet. I thought about the 

other people I’d met sitting on the rooftop at that after-party. There’d 

been a young man there who had met a skater at a record store just

 

days before. After he’d confided in her that he really didn’t have many 

friends and was lonely, she’d invited him to the bout and he had decided 

to come. And there’d been all those other skaters: each had their own 

story of what had brought them to the sport, and each had stayed with 

it because they’d found a community that welcomed them and accepted 

them as they were. I decided to continue with the project, to gather as 

many of their stories as I could and try to capture that sense of community.

I also thought about my own story. I realized that I came to Salt, to MECA, 

to Maine, chasing a sense of belonging as much as a dream of making 

documentaries. All my classmates have their own story of what brought 

them to Salt, but we’ve all been welcomed into a community here, and 

it makes me think of what I find most wonderful about documentary: the 

feeling of connection to someone or something you didn’t know before. 

THE  
BRAVADO OF 
STORYTELLING
By Alix Towler Salt ’17 I realized that I came to Salt, to MECA, to 

Maine, chasing a sense of belonging as 
much as a dream of making documentaries.

Alix Towler is a poet, artist, and documentary 

filmmaker from North Carolina. As she is a 

former forensic social worker, much of her work 

centers on issues of social justice, but she is 

also drawn to document the quirky, the novel, 

and the charming. 
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Members of the Calamity Janes (in red) watch from the bench as 

their rivals, the RIP Tides, set up on the track to block the Janes’ 

jammer from scoring points during the opening bout of the 2017  

Maine Roller Derby season at Happy Wheels Skate Center on  

September 23, 2017. Photo credit: Alix Towler.

Referee Rohan Beckford (known as Mr. Cheezie) points out RIP 

Tides skater Beth Salts (Christina Bouras) as the lead jammer 

during the Wicked vs. Good bout on October 14, 2017 at the  

Portland Expo. Photo credit: Alix Towler.

Salt student Alix Towler ’17 films at the Maine Roller Derby practice 

on September 28, 2017 at the Portland Expo. Photo credit: Rick  

Stark Salt ’17.

Bodacious Beck (Rebecca Dyer, left), and Betty B. Tough  

(Christine Blais) talk on the sidelines during a scrimmage for the 

Maine Roller Derby League at the Portland Expo on October 2,  

2017. Photo credit: Alix Towler.
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MFA STUDENTS GO WEST

Travel connects an artist’s work to real life. Navigating unique geographies,

experiencing new populations, and visiting signifi cant cultural institutions

illuminate the focus of one’s research and studio production. Time away

to refl ect, learn, and see new things defi nes a creative life, and visiting 

with artists in diff erent parts of the world is integral to professional activity. 

During MECA’s Master of Fine Arts annual one-week research fi eld trip,

graduate students traveled with Chris Stiegler, Chair of the MFA Program

in Studio Art, and me to San Francisco and Los Angeles, where they had 

the unique opportunity to visit with two local artists as well as a dynamic 

creative community. In Los Angeles, we met up with past MFA Visiting 

Faculty (2010) and Low Residency Studio Advisor Harry Gamboa, Jr. Harry,

a Chicano essayist, photographer, educator, director, and performance 

artist, has been actively creating works in various media that document 

and interpret the contemporary urban Chicano experience since 1972. 

He co-founded Asco, an art collective in East Los Angeles, and founded 

Virtual Vérité, an ensemble performance troupe.

Harry took us on a downtown walking tour from Union Station to Grand

Avenue. Beginning with a visit to Francesco Siqueiros, founder of El Nopal

Press, and ending at CalArts REDCAT, we navigated the subway and bus

systems and stopped along the way to hear Harry tell rich stories about

local politics, culture, and the history of L.A. As a bon vivant and long- time

contributor to and defi ner of the Southern California art world, Harry provided

us with a look at the city from the inside that we were lucky to share. 

In San Francisco, we had a serendipitous meeting with another MFA

Visiting Faculty (2004) and Low Residency Studio Advisor, Will Rogan, who

By Kylie Ford MFA ’18

My experience during the 2017 MFA research trip to San Francisco 

and Los Angeles was a fruitful one. Along with the established itinerary, 

packed with visits to art institutions and scenic locations relevant to the 

West Coast, I took the opportunity to conduct some specifi c research 

outside of the already packed schedule. Within my practice, my interests  

are largely infl uenced by the architecture of my immediate environment.

While in Los Angeles, I sought out the opportunity to gain more insight 

into the matter and visited the A+D Architecture and Design Museum. 

On display were the exhibitions Architectural Imagination and The

Landscape Architecture of Lawrence Halprin. They contained preliminary

work for architectural structures, refi ned models for the structures, and,

in some instances, photo documentation of the completed projects, 

as demonstrated in the exhibition of Lawrence Halprin’s work. Halprin 

was a San Francisco Bay Area artist, notorious for his work within San 

Francisco’s Ghirardelli Square, an environment I had experienced fi rst-

hand just days previously. Speaking at the Architectural Imagination 

exhibition, I was fl oored by the combination of model and collage works 

operating in the context of exhibition as preliminary work for a larger

project, but in my view also operating as stand-alone works. 

As collections of work, the exhibitions demonstrated innovative 

techniques for developing form within a variety of landscapes, 

shifting my perspective on how scale operates within a vast space 

and broadening my perspective on the ways that architecture shifts  

landscapes, both urban and rural. These exhibitions showed me how

comparable these processes are to my own practice while challenging 

my perspective on how space and aesthetics, in response to an

immediate environment, can function within both an exterior context

and a gallery context. 

Kylie Ford MFA ’18 is a second-year MFA student who has exhibited

her work nationally.

is currently an artist-in-residence at the Headlands Center for the Arts.

Will has a deep history in the Bay Area as an artist, subtle provocateur,

and educator, having worked with David Ireland and recently collaborated

with Jonn Herschend. We were lucky that we got a chance to visit with

him in his Headlands studio, where he talked about his current work 

and invited us to think about how objects give form to the immaterial 

nature of time.  

After our visit with Will, MFA students were hosted by the Galilee Harbor

Community Association, a nonprofi t community made up of 65 artists and

maritime trade workers who live aboard a myriad of vessel types at the

foot of Napa Street in Sausalito. The area is zoned for maritime trades 

and the arts, and residents’ professions include boatbuilding, boat repair,

sailmaking, marine canvas work, creative writing, theater, photography, 

painting, and other visual arts. Our students enjoyed a few stories about 

the colorful history of the harbor told by Steefenie Wicks and other 

Galilee members, had some food, and took time to wander down the

docks and get a look at a unique way of life.

Artists and art centers of the world are global. MECA’s MFA Program 

embodies a vast network of past and current visiting faculty and low 

residency studio advisors. We never know whom we will run into.  

Artist and educator Gail Spaien is a recipient of a 2016 Lillian Orlowsky

and William Freed Foundation grant, had a recent solo exhibit at the 

Ogunquit Museum of American Art, and had work included in American 

Genre: Contemporary Painting, curated by Michelle Grabner, at the ICA

at Maine College of Art.

STRETCHING MY 
ARCHITECTURAL IMAGINATION

By Gail Spaien, Professor, Painting and MFA in Studio Art

OUT AND ABOUT14

Galilee Harbor Community Association, Sausalito, CA

Will Rogan talks with MFA students 

at the Headlands Center for the Arts.

Model for “New Corktown” by Albert Pope and Jesús Vassallo of Present

Future, at The Architectural Imagination. Photo by Kylie Ford MFA ’18

Group shot at Joshua Tree National Park on the 

way to the Noah Purifoy Outdoor Desert Museum.
Project by Dequindre Cut, Hilary Sample, and Michael Meredith of MOS 

Architects at The Architectural Imagination. Photo by Kylie Ford MFA ’18

Artist and master printer Francesco Siqueiros (L), founder 

of El Nopal Press, with artist Harry Gamboa (R), connecting 

the art worlds of Los Angeles and Mexico City.

2 23 3

Handmade collage on inkjet prints by Marshall Brown Projects/

Dequindre Civic Academy at the Architectural Imagination exhibit at

the A + D Architecture and Design Museum in Los Angeles. Photo by

Kylie Ford MFA ’18
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ANNUAL REPORT 
OF GIVING
 AS OF JUNE 30, 2017

Maine College of Art is proud to present our Annual Report of 
Giving to acknowledge and thank our donors for gifts made 
between July 1, 2016, and June 30, 2017, which totaled:

$1,361,604
We are deeply grateful to every donor who supports our mission 
to educate artists for life. Every gift has an immediate impact on
our students. Make your own transformative gift by June 30, 
2018, and add your name to our growing list of donors!

$100,000 and above

+  The Bob Crewe Foundation

+  Dr. Edward M. Friedman ’08    
    and Carol Joyce Friedman

+  Quimby Family Foundation

+  Windgate Charitable Foundation

$20,000 – $99,999

+  The Estate of Veronica Benning

+  E. Kent Gordon

+  John and Robyn Horn  
    Foundation, Inc.

+  Deborah Spring Reed

+  The Estate of Laurence Sisson

+  Margaret Libby Standley ’52

+  Warren Memorial Foundation

+  Kathryn A. Yates

$10,000 – $19,999

+  Anonymous (2)

+  Joan and Dan Amory through 
    the Fiddler Fund of the Maine
    Community Foundation

+  The Betterment Fund

+  Jane G. Briggs

+  Daniel N. Crewe

+  Diversifi ed Communications

+  Evergreen Foundation

+  Flavia Manske

+  Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm P. Rogers

+  Hoyt Walbridge, Ph.D., 
    and Stephanie Bacon

+  Diana J. Washburn

$5,000 – $9,999

+  John Bisbee

+  D. L. Geary Brewing Co., Inc.

+  Roger Gilmore, Hon. DFA ’02
    and Betty Gilmore

+  The Holt Family Fund of the 
    Maine Community Foundation

+  The Roy A. Hunt Foundation

+  The William Sloane Jelin 
    Charitable Foundation

+  Macpage LLC

+  Mr. Roy Milligan

+  Margaret and Mason Morfi t

+  Jeremy Moser and Laura   
    Kittle through a gift from the 
    Moser Family Foundation

+  Mary L. Schendel and 
    Philip H. Gleason

+  TD Bank, N.A.

+  The VIA Agency

+  Brian Wilk ’95 and Linda Lorenzo ’95

$2,000 – $4,999

+  Anderson Family Foundation

+  Terry Beckmann

+  Mr. and Mrs. James Brady

+  Mr. and Mrs. Paul G. Clancy

+  Julie Crane ’86

+  Harry E. Cummings Charitable Trust

+  Sydney Davis

+  Bob and Debby Dluhy

+  Nicole M. Duennebier ’05

+  East Brown Cow Management, Inc.

+  Matthew and Lesli Friel P ’21

+  Barbara M. Goodbody

+  Judy Hamlin ’82 and Gordon Hamlin

+  Hasbro, Inc., Matching Gift Program

+  Betsy and Christopher M. Hunt, 
    Hon. DFA ’13

+  Janet Hyland and Ann Hinkle

+  Mark Jamra

+  Candace Pilk Karu, Hon. DFA ’13

+  Mark and Meredith Koerner P ’16

+  Margaret Lawrence ’93

+  Mary Allen Lindemann

+  Lunder Foundation

+  The Maine Arts Commission

+  Suzanne McGinn

+  Susan Morris and Chip Newell

+  Edward and Cheryl Nelson P ’17

+  Arthur W. Perdue Foundation, Inc.

+  Sam and Teresa Pierce

+  Dan and Nancy Poteet

+  John Powers ’95 and Leika Powers

+  The Rines/Thompson Fund of the 
    Maine Community Foundation

+  Celeste Roberge ’79

+  Donna Roggenthien 
    and Ronald Leeking

+  John Ryan and Jenny Potter Scheu

+  Susan Schraft, M.D., and Richard
    S. Berne

+  Peter Sheldon, Hon. DFA ’82
    and Ann Sheldon

+  The Phineas W. Sprague 
    Memorial Foundation

+  Emilie Stark-Menneg

+  Carolyn H. Thomas

+  Unum Matching Gifts Program

+  Dietlind Vander Schaaf 
    and Kelly Palomera

+  Katharine J. Watson

+  Wright-Ryan Construction, Inc.

+  Paula and Jamie Zeitlin

+  Bill and Patty Zimmerman 
    through a Component Fund of the 
    Maine Community Foundation

THE PORTEOUS SOCIETY
MECA’s Porteous Society recognizes 
supporters who make gifts of $2,000 or
more each year to any purpose at the
College. Gifts at this level demonstrate 
that donors share MECA’s commitment 
to providing students with the tools they 
need to take risks, think critically, and 
work creatively to become the next generation of artists and thinkers. 
Members of the Porteous Society receive periodic newsletters from the
president and are invited to special Maine College of Art events.

$1,000 – $1,999

+ Anonymous (2)

+ The Edward S. and Cornelia 

   Greaves Bates Fund of the 

   Maine Community Foundation

+  Baxter International Foundation 
    Matching Gifts Program

+  Bernstein Shur

+  Maxine Bomer

+  Jean Bonito

+  Steven D. Campbell

+  The Gene R. Cohen 
    Charitable Foundation

+  Paula and Patrick Costin

+  Cross Insurance

+  Mr. and Mrs. Richard 
    E. Curran, Jr.

+  Raffi   Der Simonian

+  Designtex

+  Roderick L. Dew ’80, MFA ’00

+  William R. Dill, Hon. DFA ’14 
    and Jean Dill

+  Ms. Catherine Dodge

+  Betsy and Tom Elliman

+  Joshua Ferry ’94

+  Helen and David Fitz

+  Kathleen Galligan

+  Paula L. Gillies

+  Alisha Gould MFA ’10

+  Fen and Marshall Green

+  The Hanover Insurance Group

+  Harvard Pilgrim Health Care

+  Harriet Hubbard ’09  ♦ 

+  Anne M. Ireland ’94 and 
    Kenneth M. Cole III

+  Jennifer B. Isenberg

+  Susan R. Lemp

+  Honour Mack

+  Chris and Roz Magnuson

+  Maine Community 
    Foundation

+  Maine Humanities Council

+  June M. McCormack

+  Hugh McCormick and Joyce  

    Norton-McCormick P ’15

+  Scott R. K. Moore ’78 and
    Kathleen Goldner

+  Nightingale Code 
    Foundation

+  Suzi Osher

+  Port Property Management

+  Porta & Company

+  City of Portland 
    (Portland Brick Project)

+  The Press Hotel LLC

+  Martin A. Reynolds ’18

+  Jayne Robbins P ’12

+  Peter and Elisabeth 
    Roos P ’19

+  Mr. David E. Shaw, 
    Hon. DFA ’16

+  Simmons Foundation, Inc.

+  Ann C. Slocum P ’81

+  Maia T. Snow ’13

+  Mr. and Mrs. Richard 
    A. Spencer

+  Cynthia Thompson and 
    Matthew Rawdon

+  Townsend Real Estate

+  Nancy R. Wade P ’20

+  Neil and Elise Wallace

+  Larry and Norma 
    Weinberg P ’17

+  Jane Costello Wellehan

+  Lynda Wilson

+  Michael Woodhead

+  Caron Zand and 
    Donald L. Head

$500 – $999

+  Anonymous (2) 

+  Ian C. Anderson and 
    Kari E. Radasch ’97

+  Marian L. Baker and 
    Christopher Wriggins

+  Michael and Nancy Beebe

+  Christine Beneman

+  Catherine Bloom

♦  Attended  ●  Deceased
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+  Paul Bonneau

+  Michael Boyson and Nancy Grant

+  Phillip E. Brou

+  Allison Brown ’01 and  
    Blakeslee Brown

+  J. B. Brown & Sons

+  Casco Bay Vending

+  Mr. and Mrs. Douglas  
    R. Coleman, Jr.

+  Timothy Demuth ’17

+  Charles de Sieyes  
    and Carol Ward

+  Dr. and Mrs. Matthew Dugan

+  Elizabeth Elicker

+  Meg Hahn ’17

+  Ralph and Katherine Harding

+  Constance Hayes ’80, Hon. DFA ’03, 
    and George Terrien

+  Ineke Heinhuis-Schair

+  Alison D. Hildreth ’76, Hon. DFA ’17, 
    and Horace A. Hildreth, Jr.

+  Jamie Hogan and Martin Braun

+  Alice W. Ingraham

+  Robert J. Jenny Memorial  
    Fund of the New Hampshire  
    Charitable Foundation

+  Jensen Baird Gardner & Henry

+  Rachel Katz ’00 and Brian Cronin

+  Stuart Kestenbaum  
    and Susan Webster

+  Liberty Mutual Group

+  Arnela Mahmutovic ’17

+  Maine Recycling Corp.

+  Janet Conlon Manyan

+  Kelly A. McConnell

+  Naomi McNeill ’08

+  Mr. Richard P. Mellon

+  Katie Murphy ’91 and Peter Lindsay

+  Grace Nelson ’82

+  Kenneth and Mary P. Nelson

+  Diane Nichols

+  Northeast Delta Dental

+  Northern Benefits

+  Tessa G. O'Brien MFA ’16

+  Judith O’Donnell

+  Gillet T. Page

+  Holly Ready ’94

+  Mr. and Mrs. Martin Reynolds

+  Emma Sampson ’11

+  Phil Stevens ’91

+  Melissa and Liam Sullivan

+  C. David Thomas ’68, Hon. DFA ’16 
    and Jean M. Thomas

+  Jessica J. Tomlinson and 
    Henry Wolyniec

+  Crandall Toothaker

+  Monte and Anne Wallace

+  LoLisa M. Windover P ’18

$250 – $499

+  Anonymous 

+  Art Mart

+  Donald B. Best ’81

+  Juliette Gates Britton ’95

+  Seth A. Clayter and  
    Nicole Cherbuliez

+  Christine M. Colatosti ’17

+  Meredith E. Cough ’89

+  Diane Dahlke

+  Deborah and Stuart Eisenberg

+  Michael Fillyaw Photography

+  Craig and Dolly Foster

+  Emmett Freeman ’17

+  Lisa Gent

+  Carol A. Grape ’78 and   
    Michael P. D'Innocente

+  Hannaford Charitable Foundation

+  Andrew Haviland ’12

+  Ayumi Horie

+  Wheaton and Elinor Hudson

+  David Lakari

+  Steve and Polly Larned

+  The Second Abraham S. and   
    Fannie B. Levey Foundation

+  Eli Lilly and Company  
    Matching Gifts Program

+  Loyal Citizen Clothing

+  Anthony Mancini, Inc.

+  Larinda Meade

+  Caren-Marie Michel ’78 
    and Alfred Michel 

+  Blaine D. Moores

+  Jeremy Moser and Laura Kittle

+  Merle Nelson, Hon. DFA ’04 
    and Leonard Nelson

+  Frank A. Niles

+  Jeffrey M. Noel ’85

+  Amy Nolan and James Osborn

+  Brenda Overstrom

+  Stephen Pannone ’81

+  Patricia Peard

+  Emily Percival ’06

+  Tina Petra

+  Deborah Pillatsch

+  Elizabeth Prior ’82

+  John and Carolyn Richards P ’20

+  Judith W. Schneider MFA ’14

+  Brendan Shea ’18

+  Scott Simons Architects

+  Cary Slocum ’81

+  Michael Thompson and  
    Theresa McNally P ’14

+  Louise Tuski

+  Kathryn and Peter Wagner

+  Rebecca Waxman Sneed  
   and Doug Sneed

+  Ashley G. Wernher-Collins ’16

+  Shoshannah White

+  Sally M. Wigon

+  The Woodside Foundation,  
    Henry and Linda Laughlin

$100 – $249

+  Anonymous (3)

+  Thea Abbiati

+  Kathleen and Timothy Achor

+  Melvin D. Adams III, Ed. D.

+  Aileen Agnew

+  Patricia Arbour Alles ’69

+  Eric C. Anderson ’92

+  Leslie J. Anderson and  
    Danton Nygaard

+  James Baker and Laura Dixon

+  Sally and Ronald Bancroft

+  Andrew Barlow ’85

+  Dominique Bartels

+  Mr. and Mrs. Peter Bates

+  Stephen Blatt Architects

+  Carolyn B. Branson

+  Christopher Jonathan Brown ’98

+  Nicole L. Bsullak ’99

+  Sissy and Sandy Buck

+  Burgess Advertising & Marketing

+  Nara J. Burgess ’17

+  Rachel Chaya Caron ’99

+  John and Una Casey P ’18

+  Frances P. Caswell

+  James E. Cavanagh, Jr.

+  Dianne Chicoine

+  Asherah Cinnamon ’08

+  Mary Ann Cleary

+  Pamela K. Cleghorn

+  Robert J. Clements and 
    Ellen Mugar

+  Carolyn L. Collins

+  Corey & Company

+  W. Russell Cox

+  Catherine Z. Cummins P ’05

+  Edward W. Curtis P ’18

+  Mr. and Mrs. Eliot R. Cutler

+  Mr. and Mrs. Josh Cutler

+  Sarah Daignault

+  William P. Daley, Hon. DFA ’93 
    and Catherine Daley

+  Jill H. Dalton ’99  
   and Aela Paterno

+  The Honorable Howard H. Dana, Jr., 
    Hon. DFA '85 and Susan B. Dana

+  Craig Davis

+  Lea N. DeForest ’07

+  Anne Dennison

+  Beth De Tine

+  Robert Diamante ’93

+  Michele Dion ’82

+  Kathleen Donkin

+  Henry and Lucy Donovan

+  Nicholas Downing

+  John P. Doyle, Jr.

+  Reverend Priscilla Dreyman ’89

+  David C. Driskell, Hon. DFA ’96 
    and Thelma Driskell

+  Joel Eckhaus and   
    Donna Droughten

+  James and Allison Faria P ’17

+  Patricia Fine

+  Stephen & Joan Fitzhugh P ’05

+  Ms. June Fitzpatrick, Hon. DFA ’16

+  Rachel A. Alvarez Flaherty ’91

+  Julie Freund ’81 and  
    Daniel Freund

+  Ron Fucci

+  Mark Gadzik P ’19

+  Daniel Gardner

+  Sheila Geant

+  Cate S. Gilbane

+  Dr. and Mrs. Bernard Givertz

+  Peggy Greenhut Golden

+  Sally and Donald Gould P ’09

+  Linda Green

+  Greenhut Galleries

+  Mark D. Grover, Ph.D.

+  JoAnn Haeberle

+  Cyrus and Patricia Hagge

+  Meredy Hamilton ’87

+  Lindsay Hancock

+  Jeanne Handy Designs

+  Anne Harwood

+  Mr. and Mrs. Paul E. Haunfelner

+  Edwin and Cynthia Heisler

+  Willard Hertz

+  Lucas Houk

+  Jennifer Ragan Hubbell

+  Erin Hutton ’98 and Matt Hutton

+  JL Design Marketing

+  Mark Johnson and Lucy Breslin

+  Trenton Johnson

+  John Kaminski

+  Kate Kaminski

+  Timothy Kane and Beth George

+  Denise Karabinus ’99   
    and Trimbak Telang

+  Mr. Harry W. Konkel

+  Judy Labrasca

+  Mrs. Jean O. Langer ’78  
    and Mr. Michael G. Langer

+  Julien Langevin ’18

+  George LaRou '88 and Alex Ryan

+  Lorraine Lazzari

+  Michael Elliot Lewis P ’16

+  Rob Licht ’84

+  Mr. and Mrs. James E. Lineberger

+  Megan Lloyd

+  Martha Lohaus ’98 ♦

+  Anne and Richard Mahoney, Sr., P ’17

+  Mark Marchesi ’99

+  Robin McCarthy ’87  
    and Ted McCarthy

+  Susan and Frank McGinty P ’08

+  Gayl McNally

+  Samuel R. Mechanic P ’13

+  Ariana Melzer

+  Avis and Fred Miller

+  Kent and Ann Mohnkern

+  Judith and Lucien Morin

+  Clinton E. Morse P ’14

+  Diane C. Neal

+  Brooke N. Nixon ’83 and  
    P. Andrews Nixon P ’00

+  Victoria Nolan and Clark Crolius

+  Nancy Norton

+  Isabelle O'Donnell ’17

+  Peggy and Harold Osher

+  Kerrin Parkinson

+  Simon Pearce

+  Neal and Wendy Pearson P ’19

+  Nancy Dustin Phillips

+  Kathy Pierce ’00 and Jo Pierce

+  Russell B. Pierce, Jr.

♦  Attended  ●  Deceased



+  Thomas Connolly ’87  

    and Pamela Richards

+  Jenna Crowder ’09

+  Shiva Darbandi

+  Martin B. Dassa

+  Deb Dawson

+  Deb Debiegun

+  David and Roberta  

    deGrandis P ’05

+  Peter F. Donnelly

+  Lorie and Scott Dorrance

+  Edwin Douglas

+  Rebecca Bennett Duke ’95

+  M. Edwards ’09

+  Barbara Ritchie Fixaris ’58

+  Marilyn G. Fraktman

+  Carri Frechette

+  Todd Friberg ’93 and Patty Friberg

+  Michael Gallagher ’07

+  Janet H. Gibb ’66

+  Susan Gibbons

+  Catherine A. Gibson

+  Ms. Pauline Gobeil ’81

+  Rebecca and Joel Gratwick

+  Diane Green-Minor

+  Amy and Martin Grohman

+  Margo M. Halverson and 

    Charles B. Melcher

+  Barbara Harrison

+  Jo Hatlevig ’17

+  Leah Heimbach-Rodarte ’82

+  Andrew Herrschaft ’88 
    and Terri Petnov

+  Sandra N. Heutz-Lee ’95

+  Nicole Lisa Holmes ’14

+  Adrea L. Jaehnig and  

    Heidi M. Parker

+  Herb and Bonita Jonas

+  Virginia Serena Joyce ’15

+  Alison Kamar

+  Bruce Kidman ’81

+  Sharon Kimball

+  James and Valerie Lane P ’92

Porteous Society Donor Janet Hyland on  

“Why I Give to MECA”
“MECA’s given me a second chance at art. The high caliber of MECA’s Continuing  

Studies instructors and students was a factor in our decision to choose Portland as  

our home. I am glad that my gifts help launch artists in their careers without mountains 

of debt, as well as help build and maintain state-of-the-art facilities. I can’t imagine 

Portland without MECA.”

+  Steven Langerman

+  Jennifer J. Laughlin

+  Mr. and Mrs. James B. Linehan P ’07

+  Denise Linet

+  Heidi J. Lowe ’99

+  Karen Lukas

+  Laurie Lundquist ’84

+  Janet B. Macleod

+  C. Waite Maclin

+  Estelle S. Maillet ’59 ♦

+  Joan Malkerson ’97

+  Al Mallette and Faith Oker P ’10

+  Mr. and Mrs. Russell Mamone P ’04

+  George Mandell

+  Kate and Jack Mann

+  Veronica Valerie McCaffrey ’86

+  Anne McKinsey ’81

+  Sarah S. Meacham

+  Erjon Metohu and Eri Design

+  Morgan Stanley Community Affairs

+  Sally Ng

+  Diane and Kyle Noble

+  Grace Noonan-Kaye

+  Sue Nutty

+  Dominique Ostuni ’17

+  Edith M. Ouellette P ’90

+  Peter Pachios

+  Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. Pappas P ’80

+  Meg Brown Payson

+  Zacary Perkins ’11

Up to $99  

+  Anonymous 

+  Gina Adams ’02

+  William and Elaine Ambrose P ’06

+  Suzanne Campbell Anderson ’86

+  Joanne Mary Arnold

+  Kyle and Stephen Atwell

+  Katharine Ayer ’98

+  Ellen Druery Babcock ’84

+  Elizabeth Baird

+  Anna L. Baker

+  Tabitha L. Barnard ’16

+  Mrs. Mary R. Barron

+  Cat E. Bates ’09

+  Sandra M. Bauer ’07

+  Shana A. Belknap ’91

+  Sue Berg MFA ’01

+  Jess Beyler ’82

+  Kathleen and Geoffrey Blake

+  Joyce S. Blossom

+  Kathleen Boldt ’78

+  Michelle M. Bolduc ’99

+  Valerie J. Botter P ’16

+  Louise T. Bourne ’88 

+  Leslie Bowman

+  Lucy Brennan

+  Stephanie Brooks

+  Bruce Brosnan ’95

+  Sharyn B. Paul Brusie ’86

+  Matthew Burnett MFA ’06 
    and Amy Burnett

+  Jennifer Bush

+  Joan Campbell

+  James Cannon ’90 

+  Annette Cardulo

+  Kathleen Carlson P ’19  
    and Emily Carlson ’19

+  Claude Caswell

+  James Chute

+  Jasmine Clayton ’97 ♦

+  Lauren Rachel Clayton

+  Donna J. Coffin ’63 ♦

+  Sharon Portelance ’82

+  Karen Pride

+  Kay and Matt Ralston

+  Andrea Raynor ’92

+  John Robinson

+  Lewis J. Rossignol ’17

+  Frank and Susan Ruch

+  Farrell H. Ruppert ’00

+  John Ryan and Jenny Potter Scheu

+  Deborah Schall

+  Stephen J. Schiffman

+  Cat Schwenk ’98 and Jim Gray

+  Drs. John and Elizabeth Serrage

+  Lynn Simmons ’01

+  Robert Small

+  Mary-Leigh C. Smart  ● 

+  John Smedley and Carole Parker P ’17

+  Carley and Barry Smith

+  Joan Smith Hon. DFA ’01

+  Paul and Vivian Smith P ’20

+  Polly Smith

+  Seth and Laura Sprague

+  Fern Tavalin

+  Jessica Teesdale

+  Mr. and Mrs. John D. Tewhey

+  Dr. Philip P. Thompson, Jr.

+  David Tourangeau and Marjorie Getz

+  Thomas Troppmann and  

    Ivelisse Fairchild

+  C.M.C. Twitchell Timberlands, Inc. 

    and Thomas C. Carney

+  Daniel Ucci and Jill Greenlaw P ’18

+  Christine J. Vincent

+  Annie Wadleigh

+  Donald and Paula Watson

+  Kay White

+  Margaret and Skip Wilkis

+  Cody Williams ’18

+  Gan Xu

+  Anne B. Zill

+  Jeff and Sarah Peterson

+  Allen Ponziani ’88

+  Robbi Fritz Portela ’87

+  Phoebe M. Porteous

+  Mr. and Mrs. Gregory Powell

+  Sarah and Jonathan Prescott P ’18

+  Joshua T. Primmer ’01

+  Charles and Frances Prinn

+  Gaetano and Phebe Quattrucci

+  Eddie and Sandra Quinn

+  Nikki Farrand Rayburn ’11

+  Joshua Reiman and  
    Addy Smith-Reiman

+  Timothy F. Reimensnyder ’84  
    and Marie C. Reimensnyder ’82

+  Christopher Irvine Rice and  
    Tomlin Perkins Coggeshall

+  Mimo Gordon Riley ’86

+  Jim Rose ’94

+  Whit Kilpatrick Russell ’09

+  Lois Sans

+  Elisabeth Scheintaub

+  Jasmina Agrillo Scherr ’78

+  Jillian Schleicher

+  Anna Schwartz and Sarah Holmes

+  Susan G. Schwartz, Esq.

+  Anna Shapiro MFA ’00

+  Suzanne Strempek Shea ’80

+  Heidi A. Sherwood ’86

+  Michael J. Sherwood

+  Amy L. Shinn

+  Deborah S. Shinn

+  Karen Siatras ’91

+  Jeanne K. Simmons ’91

+  Kent Simmons

+  David L. and Betty Small

+  Michael Smith P ’17

+  Daniel B. Sobel and Kira Wigoda

+  Gail Spaien

+  Simone Spicer ’86

+  Dawn L. Stanley ’62

+  Beth Stanton P ’17

+  Nina Sylvia

+  Catharine G. Taylor ’82

+  Marilyn Taylor

+  Ann Thompson ♦

+  Steven Thompson ’82

+  Elie Porter Trubert and  
    Sylvain Trubert P ’20

+  Susan Tureen ’96

+  Joan Turner P ’12

+  Valentina E. Vale ’87

+  Michael E. Vermette ’80

+  Beatrice Vezina

+  Michael Welch ’68 and Mary Welch

+  Donna Wermenchuk

+  Elizabeth M. Taylor Weyand ’08

+  Nancy F. Wheelwright

+  Audrey M. White

+  Patricia A. Williams

+  Jasmine A. Zateeny ’00

+  Robin Zuckerman P ’20

♦  Attended  ●  Deceased



MECA’S GIVING 
PROGRAM
Every gift is important to us and we strive to keep accurate 

records. We apologize if we inadvertently omitted or 

misspelled any names. Please let us know so we may 

correct our error.  

Contact Annie Wadleigh, Assistant Director of Development, 

at 207-699-5015 or advancement@meca.edu with any 

corrections or questions about the Annual Report of Giving, 

Annual Fund gifts, restricted gifts, planned gifts, charitable 

bequests, or other information, or visit us online at 

meca.edu/donate.

+  Lisabeth F. Barrett ’88

+  Jane Briggs

+  Douglas R. Coleman, Jr.

+  Allerton Cushman

+  Roderick Dew ’80, MFA ’00 

+  Robert Diamante ’93

+  Jo Orise Dodge

+  Maynetta L. French ’41 ●

+  Roger Gilmore Hon. DFA ’02

COMMEMORATIVE GIFTS

In Memory of Sarah Carson

Michelle M. Bolduc ’99

In Memory of Bill Collins

Caren-Marie Michel ’78 and Alfred Michel

In Memory of Dahlov Ipcar

C.M.C. Twitchell Timberlands, Inc.,  
and Thomas C. Carney

In Memory of Janie Lewis

Michael Elliot Lewis P ’16

In Memory of Christine Maclin

C. Waite Maclin 

In Memory of My Creative Grandfather

Polly Smith

In Memory of Patrick J. O’Brien ’08

Reverend Priscilla Dreyman ’89

In Memory of Ernest Paterno

Jill H. Dalton ’99 and Aela Paterno

In Memory of Mary Ellen 

and Conrad Roberge

Celeste Roberge ’79

In Memory of Ann and Herm Schwenk

Cat Schwenk ’98 and Jim Gray

TRIBUTE GIFTS

In Honor of Barry M. Bloom

Catherine Bloom

In Honor of Thomas Cummins MFA ’05

Catherine Z. Cummins P ’05

In Honor of Kristina Anne Curtis ’18

Edward W. Curtis P ’18

In Honor of Steve Drown,  

Dana Sawyer, and the Merasi

Barbara M. Goodbody

In Honor of Roger Gilmore, 

Hon. DFA ’02

Anne B. Zill

In Honor of Mark Jamra

Sharon Kimball

In Honor of Sarwar Kahn 

and Dana Sawyer

Karen Lukas

In Honor of Stuart H. Lane ’93

James and Valerie Lane P ’92

In Honor of Janet Conlon Manyan

Kathleen and Geoffrey Blake

In Honor of Scott and Nancy Nash 

and Jamie Hogan and Martin Braun

Bill and Patty Zimmerman through 

a Component Fund of the Maine 

Community Foundation

In Honor of Phoebe Smith ’20

Paul and Vivian Smith P ’20

In Honor of Polly Smith

Lucy Brennan

In Honor of Amy Stanton ’17

Beth Stanton P ’17

In Honor of Erin Sweeney ’94

Audrey M. White 

In Honor of Will Thompson ’14

Michael Thompson and  

Theresa McNally P ’14

In Honor of Mattea Weinberg ’17

Larry and Norma Weinberg P ’17

In Honor of Emma R. Wolfsohn ’17

Michael Smith P ’17

In Honor of Bill and Patty Zimmerman

Craig Davis

+  Deborah Spring Reed

+  Laurence ● and Judy Sisson

+  Joan Fowler Smith Hon. DFA ’01

+  Katy Stenhouse ’91

+  Carl Benton Straub

+  Dr. Philip Thompson, Jr. Hon. DFA ’91

+  Edith Tucker ’76 ♦  ●

+  Susan H. Webster

+  Caron C. Zand

1882 SOCIETY
Maine College of Art’s 1882 Society gratefully recognizes individuals who 

have made arrangements for the College in their estate plans.

To the Margaret Coleman Brown 

Endowed Memorial Scholarship

+  Mr. and Mrs. Douglas R. Coleman, Jr.

To the James Dustin ’81  

Endowed Scholarship In Memory of 

William Dustin P ’81

+  Anonymous

+  Kathleen and Timothy Acor

+  Mr. and Mrs. Paul E. Haunfelner

+  Herb and Bonita Jonas

+  Roy Milligan

+  Nancy Dustin Phillips

+  Beatrice Vezina

+  Patricia A. Williams

It is especially meaningful for Maine College of Art to be the recipient of gifts to commemorate 

or honor a family member, classmate, faculty member, or friend of the College.

+  Constance Hayes ’80, Hon. DFA ’03  

    and George Terrien

+  Alison D. Hildreth ’76

+  Albert C. Hubbard and Christopher Deane

+  Candace Pilk Karu Hon. DFA ’13

+  Lorraine Lazzari

+  Marta Morse

+  Grace Nelson ’82

+  Elizabeth D. Porteous ● 

To the Dr. Edward M. Friedman ’08 and  

Carole Joyce Friedman Artists at Work 

Professional Development Endowment

+  Dr. Edward M. Friedman ’08 and  

    Carole Joyce Friedman

To the E. Kent and Beatrice Gordon  

Endowed Scholarship

+  E. Kent Gordon

To the Alfred J. Lazzari, Jr. Endowed 

Memorial Scholarship

+  Lorraine Lazzari  

To the Flavia Manske Continuing 

Studies Endowed Scholarship

+  Flavia Manske

The Bob Crewe Endowed Scholarship in Art and Music

The Bob Crewe Foundation Endowed Professor in Art and Music

+  The Bob Crewe Foundation

IN PERPETUITY

The following gifts made between July 1, 2015 and June 30, 2016 to Maine College of Art’s 

endowment benefit the College in perpetuity and provide annual income for scholarships 

and designated operating support. 

NEW ENDOWMENTS

The following gifts made between July 1, 2016 and June 30, 2017 established new endowments 

at Maine College of Art.

♦  Attended  ●  Deceased

To the Mildred A. and Harold P. 

Nelson Endowed Scholarship

+  Barbara Harrison 

+  Kenneth and Mary P. Nelson 

+  Merle Nelson Hon. DFA ’04  

    and Leonard Nelson

To the Diane Nolan Endowed Scholarship

+  Amy Nolan and James Osborn

+  Victoria Nolan and Clark Crolius

To the Deborah Spring Reed 

Endowed Scholarship

+  Deborah Spring Reed

The Laurence and Judy Sisson Endowed 

Travel and Scholarship Fund

+  Laurence ● and Judy Sisson



Following a national search, Julie D’Andrea, who 

has led major fundraising campaigns in New York 

City at Barnard College, Jazz at Lincoln Center, 

Roundabout Theatre Company, and Carnegie Hall, 

has been named Maine College of Art’s new Vice 

President of Development, starting January 22, 

2018. “It is a pivotal time at MECA,” D’Andrea said. 

“President Freid is providing the strategic vision 

and forward momentum to move the College to 

new heights, and I could not be more thrilled to 

join the team during this important period of growth. 

I greatly value MECA’s mission and am eager to 

begin helping the institution build upon their already 

robust development and fundraising program.”

MECA relies on many kinds of support throughout the year, not only from 

individual donors, foundations, and corporate sponsors, but also from community 

partners, volunteers, internship hosts, and others. Lie-Nielsen Toolworks, in 

Warren, Maine, is one example of a local business that has invested in the 

future of MECA through making significant donations of much-needed tools. 

We are fortunate to have this world leader in hand-plane manufacturing right 

in our backyard. Their donation of eight hand-planes in 2004 to MECA’s newly 

launched Woodworking & Furniture Design Program was a strong boost to the 

new major. Most recently, in the fall of 2017, Lie-Nielsen responded to our 

growing need for additional equipment by donating more hand-planes as well 

as other tools that helped us create multiple “tool kits” for semester-long 

usage by the majors. 

Since its original launch, the Woodworking & Furniture Design Program has 

grown into a dynamic and innovative addition to the College. Ted Lott ’06 

received an American Craft Council Emerging Voices Shortlist Artist award in 

2017, for which he was featured in American Craft magazine. Jack Mauch ’06 
recently received the John D. Mineck Furniture Fellow award through the 

MECA ANNOUNCES NEW  
VICE PRESIDENT OF DEVELOPMENT

A SPECIAL THANK-YOU TO  
LIE-NIELSEN TOOLWORKS

Since 2012, D’Andrea has served Barnard College at Columbia University as 

Executive Director of Campaign Advancement. In this role, she was responsible 

for managing all aspects of a $400 million comprehensive campaign – the 

largest in Barnard’s history. Her experience includes developing strategic 

cultivation and solicitation plans that resulted in six- to eight-figure gifts, creating 

communication materials that successfully conveyed fundraising goals and 

impact, and orchestrating thoughtful stewardship of current and prospective 

donors. She earned her Bachelor of Arts at the University of Minnesota.

“We are extremely fortunate to have attracted Julie to MECA at this moment in 

time,” President Freid said. “She has an impressive track record in development, 

a clear passion for the arts, and an appreciation for the role that community can 

play in fundraising. I am confident that Julie will be a fabulous leader of MECA’s 

development efforts and a great colleague for the executive team.” 

Society of Arts and Crafts, a $25,000 annual fellowship given to an artist who 

demonstrates skill and commitment to their craft. Abby Mechanic ’13 was hired as 

a technician at the Parsons School of Design woodworking facility and assisted in 

their 2015 New School Design/Build Project, which transformed the entrance hall 

of the Children’s Museum of the Arts in TriBeCa. She was recently promoted to 

coordinator of the Making Center at Parsons. Rangeley Morton ’14, a past recipient 

of a prestigious Windgate Fellowship for students in craft fields, now runs his own 

design and fabrication business. Several MECA graduates have also gone on to 

work at Lie-Nielsen. 

Matt Hutton, professor and program chair of the Woodworking & Furniture 

Design Program, said, “I'm thrilled that a local business such as Lie-Nielsen has  

continued to show support for our students, that their precision tools will allow 

our students to achieve safe and accurate results, and that our relationship  

continues to grow over the years. We visit their showroom and factory on a  

regular basis to witness the making of the planes.” 

Because of benefactors such as Lie-Nielsen Toolworks, MECA artists, in turn, are 

able to give back to their communities and local economies in significant ways.

My work is a hybrid of art, craft, and traditional handiwork. I embroider  

on paper, using stitches for drawing and mark-making. I print letterpress  

and other relief processes on fabric and paper, using letterforms as image, 

pattern, or readable text, from which I make sculpture that resembles 

clothing but isn’t for wearing. I’m inspired by found and collected matter  

that has been discarded or forgotten, or is somehow obsolete; its history and 

decay inform how I use it and what it becomes. I love wrangling disparate 

materials and methods into a cohesive whole, and I enjoy slow processes 

that require a particular kind of patience, repetition, and commitment. I 

love a tedious, time-consuming activity that is its own reward.   

“You start with the possibilities of the 
material.” – Robert Rauschenberg

I make things to explore ideas with materials. This requires my paying 

attention to not just what I’m thinking about, but what the materials 

themselves are evoking and how they develop and support my ideas. It 

also means intuiting whether I’ll be making a print, a sculpture, a fabric  

piece, or something in between. I’m most at home in the spaces between 

genres, where thought and matter first collide, and then combine.  

Somewhere I read that a learning process includes necessary failures. 

In my studio, I need to feel that I am learning something as I make, which 

means I don’t always get a polished ready-to-show thing. The wrestling 

with the paper, thread, ink, textile, or metal gives me the information I 

need to continue. One of my studio walls displays these small failures, 

but I don’t keep them there as admonishments to my ineptitude. They  

are important reference tools that I look to for guidance, even inspiration. 

And eventually many will find their way into a finished piece. 

When I was new to teaching, I overcame my nervousness by having  

specific plans for class time and for the object or products students 

would have completed at the end of the class. This approach was  

mostly successful for many years, but as my own work began to go in 

unexpected directions, I became less interested in teaching toward a 

definable object and more excited by introducing students to processes 

and possibilities. I encourage students to discover what works for them, 

to share what they know with each other, and to develop a vocabulary 

of skills and methods that they can draw on to use in their own studios. 

Crystal Cawley makes sculpture, artist’s books, and works on and of 

paper. She teaches paper and book arts classes such as Sampler: 

Paper, Fiber, Print and Stitch and Sewing Machine as Drawing Tool in 

Maine College of Art’s Continuing Studies program. Her work has 

been widely exhibited and collected, and she is a past recipient of a  

Pollock-Krasner Foundation grant.

LIFELONG LEARNING: CS DEVELOPMENT NEWS

EXPLORING  
IDEAS THROUGH 
MATERIALS
By Crystal Cawley, Continuing Studies Faculty

Crystal Cawley, Maid of Honor, letterpress on paper with dressmaker’s trim on an old chair, 33”, 2008. Photo by Jay York ’81.

Cyrstal Cawley (left) assists a student in the Drawing with Stitch CS class.
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CELESTE ROBERGE ’79 had work included in Dreamy 

and Surreal, curated by Judy O’Donnell, at MacPage 

in South Portland, ME.

1980s
PETER HALLER ’80 is the new executive director at 

the Maine Charitable Mechanic Association, a historic 

fellowship organization for the creative community 

in Portland, ME.

ZOO CAIN (ATTENDED) ’81 was the subject of the 

documentary Peace, Love & Zoo by Reginald Groff, 

screened in theaters throughout Maine.

ROB LICHT ’84, installed new steel sculpture from his 

Landforms series at the Glimmerglass Opera Festival 

in Cooperstown, NY.

MARK EMERSON ’89 organized The Touching Earth 

EcoArt Collaborative, with a season-long focus on  

arts and science, which hosted workshops on nature 

writing, photography, and sensory awareness at 

The Wells Reserve at Laudholm Farm in Wells, ME.

1990s
TRINA BAKER ’93 created the short animation film 

about sexual assault Every Two Minutes with Curvin 

Huber, which was featured at a community event at 

the Fine Arts Theatre Place in Maynard, MA.

ROBERT DIAMANTE ’93 curated a virtual exhibit entitled 

Nocturnes: 30 Days of Nights on the Berlian Arts 

website on the advent of the full moon on April 10, 2017.

JOSHUA FERRY ’94 exhibited recent paintings in Sky 

Blue and Black at the Perimeter Gallery at Chase’s 

Daily in Belfast, ME, in Midcoast at Ocean House 

Gallery in Cape Elizabeth, ME, and in Maine Journeys: 

Visions of Place at Thos. Moser Showroom and  

Gallery in Freeport, ME.

ANNE IRELAND ’94 had Maine paintings exhibited in 

Within the Landscape at the Maine Jewish Museum 

in Portland, ME. 

JAMES ROSE ’94 participated in the ChaShaMa BAT 

(Brooklyn Army Terminal) Space to Create open studio 

event in Brooklyn, NY.

AARON WILLIAMS ’94 had work included in the 

reprisal exhibit We’re all gonna die in memory of 

curator Ron Keyson at the Cindy Rucker Gallery 

in New York City.

ERIN LEON ’95 and CHRISTOPHER PATCH ’98 had 

work included in MAPS 2017, a cultural exchange  

of Maine and Japanese artists organized by the 

Maine Aomori Printmaking Society, at venues in 

Yarmouth, York, and Eastport, ME.

1950s
SYLVIA BANGS ’58 gave an art talk at the New England 

Rehabilitation Hospital in Portland, ME, and had work 

featured in the solo exhibit World of Animals 

at the Merrill Memorial Library in Yarmouth, ME.

1970s
MAT O’DONNELL ’70 had a solo exhibit entitled  

Maine Narratives at the Midcoast Conservancy in 

Wiscasset, ME.

JAYNE REDMAN ’77 continues to teach workshops on 

jewelry making techniques at her studio and around 

the country. 

CAREN-MARIE MICHEL ’78 exhibited work along with 

her landscape painting students at River Tree Arts in 

Kennebunk, ME.

JOANNE ARNOLD ’79 had her portraits of employees  

at MaineWorks, a Portland-based agency focusing  

on people in recovery, included in a three-person  

exhibit of street photographers called Grit, Grime & 

Grace at CTN5’s Union of Maine Visual Artists Gallery 

in Portland, ME. 

C. DAVID THOMAS ’68, HON. DFA ’16 

C. David Thomas ’68, Hon. DFA ’16, is founder of the Indochina Arts 

Partnership (IAP), which celebrated its 30th anniversary of supporting 

cultural exchanges between American and Vietnamese artists in Hanoi. 

Events included a fundraising event for the new book Le Lam— 

Sketches from the South (David is pictured third from left in photo)  

and a reception hosted by U.S. Ambassador Ted Osius. David also  

had work included in the Defoliant—Failed Not IAP exhibit at the  

Wedeman Art Gallery in Newton, MA.

The recipients of MECA’s 2017 Baie Ste Marie Artist & Family Residency 

were Celeste Roberge ’78; Allen West ’10 (with Meghan Howland); 
Carter Shappy '15; and Lucy Breslin, professor of Ceramics (with Linda 

Casbon, Leslie Volle, and Barbara Scott).

The recipients of MECA’s 2017 Stephen Pace House Residency were 

Julie Freund ’81 (with Lindsay Hancock, Anne Ireland ’94, Holly Ready ’94, 

Anne Niles, Phoebe Porteous, and Jenny Scheu); Kate Katomski ’02; 

Sage Lewis ’04;  Maia Snow ’13; Ian Goldsborough ’14; Nicole Holmes ’14 
(with Sabrina Volante ’14); Tabitha Bernard ’16 (with Greta Grant ’16); 

Isabelle O’Donnell ’17; Michel Droge MFA ’10; Tessa O’Brien MFA 
’16; Adrienne Kitko MAT ’15 (with Meredith Leoni MAT ’15 and Ceri 
Nichols MAT ’15); Adriane Herman, professor of the Studio Art in MFA 

and Printmaking; and Hilary Irons, Assistant Professor of Foundation. 

The recipients of the 2017 Alumni Residency at MECA were Sage  
Lewis ’04, Ray Ewing ’12, Dylan Hausthor ’15, and Eric Nichols MFA ’13.

2017 MECA Belvedere Grant Recipients were Seth Gould ’09 (for video 

production documentation); Danielle Gerber ’12 (for the purchase of a 

jewelry bench); Miles Spadone ’13 (for purchasing an upgraded kiln to 

increase production); and Shelby Goldsmith ’14 (for studio ventilation).

Pilar Nadal MFA ’13 is the current director of Pickwick Press, which was 

founded by Lisa Pixley ’07. Alumni participating in this summer’s Pickwick 

& Friends Print Fair in Portland, ME, included Hope Rovelto ’01, Debbie 
Schmitt ’04, Lisa Pixley ’07,  Kris Johnsen ’08, Shawn Brewer ’12, Shayna 
Blumert ’13, Jodi Ferry ’14, Emily Seekins ’14, Kristina Buckley ’15, John 
Costello ’15, Hannah Hermes ’15, Carter Shappy ’15, Ashley Hall ’16, 

Sara Inacio ’17, Emma Wolfsohn ’17, and Kate Katomski MFA ’02. Other 

MECA community members included Elizabeth Jabar, Program Chair  

of Printmaking; Colleen Kinsella, Printmaking instructor and studio 

technician; and Crystal Cawley, CS instructor.

The Art of Dining exhibit at the Sarah Orne Jewett House Museum in South 

Berwick, ME, examined how rituals surrounding our relationships to food 

are at once universal and intimate and included Rachael Eastman ’94, Jo 
Hatlevig ’17, Julie K. Gray MFA ’12, and Adriane Herman, professor of 

the Studio Art in MFA and Printmaking. 

The exhibit ARRIVAL: Works by Maine Immigrant & Refugee Artists  

at Waterfall Arts in Belfast, ME, included Asherah Cinnamon ’08,  
Edwige Charlot ’10, and Maia Snow ’13 and was curated by Martha 
Piscuskas ’08.

The Metals Collective presented Cocktail Accoutrements, an exhibit of 

one-of-a-kind barware and cocktail jewelry, at the Jewel Box in Portland, 

ME, as well as RETROSPECTIVE, Portland’s Metals Collective Through 

the Years at MECA’s Artists at Work space. Founded by MECA alumni, 

the collective includes Maria Wolff (attended) ’03, Ann Thompson 
(attended) ’05, Emily Percival ’06, Naomi McNeill ’08, Cat Bates ’09, 

Shelby Goldsmith ’14, and Mary Forst ’16.

The 2017 Salt Alumni Exhibition was held at the Artists at Work gallery 

at MECA and featured work by 13 alumni from the Salt Institute for 

Documentary Studies, which is now a graduate certificate program at 

MECA. Participating alumni were Stephanie Mitchell Salt ’95,  Posey 
Gruener Salt ’05, Adam Kampe Salt ’05, Douglas W. Milliken Salt ’05, 

Alexandra Marvar Salt ’06, Jodie Goodnough Salt ’07, Molly Graham 
Salt ’09, David Foster Salt ’10, Kristin Moe Salt ’12, Thalassa Raasch 
Salt ’12, Grace Mendenhall Salt ’13, Abigail Holtzman Salt ’14, and 

Morgan Springer Salt ’14.

The Joseph A. Fiore Painting Prizes were awarded at an opening  

ceremony at the Firehouse Center in Damariscotta, ME, on June 24. 

Tessa Greene O’Brien MFA ’16 won $1,500 for first place, Baxter Koziol ’17 
won $1,000 for second place, and Meg Hahn ’17 won $800 for third 

place. The juror for this year’s prize was Elizabeth Finch, Lunder Curator 

of American Art at Colby College Museum of Art.

Ad Club of Maine 2017 Broderson Award winners included Sean 
Wilkinson ’01, Morgan DiPietro ’11, LK Weiss ’11, Sarah McLean ’14, 

Hugh McCormick ’15, Danielle Dutile ’16, and Assistant Professor of 

Illustration Jamie Hogan.

Debra Bickford ’79, art teacher at Westbrook High School, received 

the award for Maine’s Art Educator of the Year from Suzanne Goulet, 

president of the Maine Art Education Association.

Jack Mauch ’06 was selected to be the 2017 John D. Mineck Foundation 

Furniture Fellow, an annual award for a young-in-career furniture artist, 

which includes a $25,000 stipend.

ALUMNI OPPORTUNITIES
Maine College of Art recognizes our alumni as an essential part of our 

community.  Please visit meca.edu/alumni to learn more about our 

alumni benefits, residencies, grants, and other opportunities.

ALUMNI NEWS & CLASS NOTES

Above: Julie K. Gray MFA ’12, Happy Birthday, still image from a work-in-progress 

installation, papier-mâché, clay, paper, acrylic, and mixed media, varied dimensions, 2017

Above: Asherah Cinnamon ’08, Miriam's Vessel, willow, 5' x 2.5' x 2', 2012 (foreground),  

and Offering, sustainably harvested maple and dogwood, dyes, inks, thread, archival 

paper, 24" x 4" x 22", 2015 (on wall)

JASMINE CLAYTON (ATTENDED) ’97 was profiled in 

Take Magazine in an article about her leatherwork 

business, Kurier.

MARI DIEUMEGARD ’97 illustrated the children’s book 

The Old Mainer and the Sea, written by Jean Flahive 

and published by Islandport Press.

SHANNON RANKIN ’97 was awarded a residency at 

The Studios at MASS MoCA in North Adams, MA.

RENÉE BOUCHARD ’99 had work exhibited by Harvest 

Brewing in Bennington, VT.

TWICE AS MUCH 

KEVIN FREEMAN ’83 hosted Twice as Much 

at his Freeman Gallery in Cape Neddick, 

ME, which featured responsively created 

paintings by local artists, including himself, 

BROOKE NIXON ’83 and JOSHUA FERRY ’94.

Below: Joshua Ferry '94, Thorough Fare, 

oil on canvas, 18" x 16", 2014

JESS BEYLER ’82 

had work included in the annual ArtPrize 

Festival in Grand Rapids, MI, and in Around 

the Block II at Giertz Gallery at Parkland 

College in Champaign, IL. Her work was  

also featured in public transportation areas 

in the Champaign-Urbana Mass Transit 

District through @FortyNorth.

Below: Jess Beyler ’82, Escape Velocity, 

oil on panel, 72" x 58", 2017

HEIDI LOWE ’99 made jewelry for the wardrobe 

featured in the film D.I.Y., an American love comedy 

by Yuval Boim being produced in Philadelphia.

MARK MARCHESI ’99 had photography featured in 

Structures & Patterns: The Remnants of our Work, 

which focused on industrial mills in Maine, at Museum 

L-A in Lewiston, ME.
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2000s
ABIGAIL JOHNSTON ’00 is the new owner of Galeyrie 

Maps & Charts in Falmouth, ME, which was previously 

owned and co-founded by SALLY BARROWS ’84.

BRIAN ESTES ’01 published Flying Pigs & Dinosaurs &  

Things You’ve Never Seen Before, a book of rhyming 

poetry and drawings.

LIN WHITE ’01 had work exhibited at the Maryland 

Foundation of Art in Bethesda, MD.

RACHEL S. HAMLIN ’03, who is the Elementary Gifted 

and Talented Program coordinator for the Augusta 

School Department in Maine, was accepted into the 

University of Maine at Farmington Masters of 

Education program.

SAGE TUCKER-KETCHAM '03 had work featured in the 

two-person exhibit Sojourn at The S.P.A.C.E. Gallery 

in Burlington, VT.

JULIA BELARDE ’04 had her piece Eternal Love included 

in the 2017 SNAG Halstead Design Challenge online 

exhibition.

ERIC ENG ’04 designed the book Northern Exposure: 

Works of Carol A. Wilson Architect, an overview of a 

prominent Maine architect published by Princeton 

Architectural Press.

JEANNETTE MCDUNNAH ’04 participated in a two- 

person exhibit entitled De/Recomposition at the  

Patterson Library in Westfield, NY.

KIMBERLY CONVERY ’05 had an exhibit of her jazz- 

inspired gouache paintings at Akari in Portland, ME, 

and also at MECA’s Artists at Work program space.

NICOLE DUENNEBIER ’05 and her sister, Caitlin, had  

an exhibit of their collaborative work called Temple 

of Flies at the Carol Schlosberg Alumni Gallery in 

Beverly, MA.

TED LOTT ’06 was the curator of the biannual Cherry  

Valley Sculpture Trail exhibit in Cherry Valley, NY, 

and received an American Craft Council Emerging 

Voices Shortlist Artist award, for which he was 

featured in American Craft magazine.

JENNA CROWDER ’07 and TESSA GREENE O’BRIEN  

MFA ’16 had work included in the three-person exhibit 

Far Away/Home, which explored questions of home 

and identity, at The Chocolate Church Art Gallery in 

Bath, ME. Jenna recently co-created MTV Crits!, a 

series of themed music video screenings and pop 

culture critiques, at the Institute for American Art,  

and participated in the panel Strategic Criticism: 

Towards an Arts Writers Coalition at the annual 

Common Field arts conference in Los Angeles, which 

commissioned a related essay that was published 

in The Chart, the online arts journal she founded.

KATE HOLCOMB HALE ’07 had her installation I won’t. 

Yes, you are included in OBJECTIFIED, a group exhibit 

at Bromfield Gallery in Boston, MA. Her installation 

honey, syrup, tomato, was selected to be part of the 

Cambridge Art Association’s National Prize Show at 

the Kathryn Shultz Gallery in Cambridge, MA. Her 

installation And Neither Are We was exhibited at 

the Abigail Ogilvy gallery, and she was selected  to 

join the Bromfield Art Gallery, both in Boston, MA. 

ASHERAH CINNAMON ’08 had work included in Sukka 

Wood, an exhibition of temporary installations in 

Inwood Hill Park, NY, and exhibited her traveling 

installation Dwelling Place at the Jewish Community 

Alliance in Portland, ME, which included a special 

event celebrating the Jewish tradition of Sukkot.

DEVIN DOBROWOLSKI ’08 had portfolio samples 

included in Constructing the Persuasive Portfolio, a 

book by Margaret Fletcher published by Routledge. 

MAISIE MAEVE (BROOM) MYFAWNWY ’08 partnered 

with PAOM (Print All Over Me), a custom-made, 

collaborative online fashion design shop based  

in New York City, to produce her FondIllusion 

clothing line. 

EMILY STAUGAITIS ’08 co-founded Bandhu Gardens, a 

neighborhood garden project in Detroit, MI, that 

provides a network for Bangladeshi women and 

families to directly sell produce to local restaurants 

and farmers markets.

REENIE CHARRIÈRE ’09 had work in the solo exhibit 

Float: The Gravity of the Situation, a “plastic trash 

into art” project held at the InsideOut Gallery in 

Sacramento, CA.

2010s
ADAM CHAU ’10 curated the international invitational  

exhibit Reinvented at the Clay Art Center in Port 

Chester, NY, where he works as program manager,  

and programmed a symposium focused on ceramics 

and technology.

ALLEN WEST ’10 had work featured in the solo exhibit 

It Is Possible That at Engine in Biddeford, ME. In 2017, 

he received his MFA in fiber and material studies 

from the School of the Art Institute of Chicago and 

is currently a practicing artist in Philadelphia, PA. 

KAYLA LORD ’11 launched the design and strategy 

company Fresh Clarity.

BRITTANY MARCOUX ’11 is a Teaching Assistant in 

the Visual and Environmental Science Department 

at Harvard University.

MAGGIE MUTH ’11 conducted a drop-in experimental 

embroidery event at Harlow Gallery in Hallowell, ME.

JOE ROSSHIRT ’11 installed an original whiteboard 

mural called The Cloud in the IDEXX IT workspace in 

Westbrook, ME, as part of their ArtWorxx program, 

which hosts local artwork in the workspace, and  

taught a special FY-In class at MECA. 

ADRIANA WARNER ’12 became a membership 

associate at The American Institute of Graphic Arts 

(AIGA) New York.

JOANNE GRAVELINE ’13 had work published in the 

online European magazine LandEscape Art Review.

MILES SPADONE ’13 and his sister, Molly, launched 

Spadone Home, a product line of home decorative 

and functional objects at the Architectural Design 

Show in New York City. The Guggenheim, Cooper 

Hewitt, and Brooklyn Museum stores have begun 

selling their products.

SHELLEY BLAIR ’15 is working as a graphic designer for 

Marianapolis Preparatory School in Thompson, CT. 

BAXTER KOZIOL ’17 was accepted into the prestigious 

Skowhegan School of Painting and Sculpture summer 

session held in Madison, ME, and was a resident at 

the Hewnoaks Artist Colony in Lovell, ME.

ISABELLE O’DONNELL ’17 and VERONICA PEREZ MFA ’16 

were two of three artists whose work was included in 

Feel the Weight, an exhibit of textile-related art at the 

Chocolate Church Arts Center in Bath, ME.

MFA
SUSAN BICKFORD MFA ’01 received a Maine Arts 

Commission Individual Artist Fellowship that allowed 

her to expand her (stillness) project. In 2017, she 

organized (stillness)17, a collaborative ecological 

retreat and canoe journey on the Sheepscot River in 

Newcastle, ME, that included a formal performance 

and foraged shore lunch. She conducted Garden 

Bathing, curated by ANDY VERZOSA ’92, as part of the 

Garden Intervention series at the Ogunquit Museum  

of American Art in Maine.

KATE KATOMSKI MFA ’02 had work included in Of 

Earth & Stone, Works on Paper & Sculpture at the 

Betsy Jacaruso Studio & Gallery in Rhinebeck, NY.

PETER BUOTTE MFA ’03 retired from the U.S. Army 

after serving 27 years and relocated to Fort Hood, TX, 

where he is the creative arts therapist at the National 

Intrepid Trauma Center. He had three sculptures 

selected for a National Juried Veterans Art exhibit in 

Aspen, CO, which were featured in the curator’s video.

CATHERINE D’IGNAZIO MFA ’05  (aka Kanarinka 

Akanarinak), who was instrumental in developing the 

Make the Breast Pump Not Suck Hackathon at MIT, 

reported that it was included in a WIRED magazine 

article and that a documentary about the event was 

part of the exhibit I Will What I Want: Women, Design, 

and Empowerment at Parsons School of Design in  

New York City.

PATRICIA BRACE ’06 

and Katie Hector performed B. R. A. C. E., an obstacle course 

performance installation, at IF Museum/Academy in Easton, PA, 

as part of the exhibition Impressions. She and Denise Treizman 

Goren and Katie Hector also did a performance as part of Art in 

Odd Places in New York City (photo at left). Patricia is co-director 

of Groundwork, a creative retreat that offers weekend-long 

ventures in various Northeast locations. 

SEAN WILKINSON ’01 and Arielle Walrath, founding 

principles of Might & Main design agency, were 

featured in Adweek for their influential restaurant 

branding work in Portland, ME. 

GABRIEL ADAMS ’02 had work presented at the 

exhibition Taste of Tea, a parallel program at the 

15th Istanbul Biennale in Turkey. The piece, Orient 

Inferno, was a collaboration with two Turkish artists 

held within the Haydarpasa, an Orient Express 

terminal train station on the Bosphorous. 

ALINO GALLO MFA ’08 exhibited her large-scale painting 

cycle, Iskandar, depicting Alexander the Great in a 

contemporary Middle East setting, at thejamjar, a 

community arts space in Dubai, United Arab Emirates. 

KIM VOSE JONES MFA ’12 had a solo exhibit entitled 

Entangled Community at the Ottawa School of Art’s 

Orleans Gallery.

TESSA GREENE O’BRIEN MFA ’16 designed the graphics 

for TEMPOart’s summer 2017 launch event.

MAT

MATT BRAUN MAT ’17 has been teaching a 

printmaking workshop at the Dharavi Art Room, run 

by an NGO in Mumbai, India. The space provides a 

safe place for children and women to create art in a 

neighborhood labeled the largest slum in Asia, with 

one million people living in less than a square mile.

JON BYRER ’99 
 
had solo exhibits of his enameled oils at the 

Skidompha Public Library in Damariscotta,  

ME, in Marbled Maine at the Kennebunk Free 

Library in Kennebunk, ME, and in Marbled  

Landscapes at the Blue Hill Public Library in 

Blue Hill, ME. 

Above: Jon Byrer ’99, In Between, enamel 

oils on canvas, 36" x 36", 2017

ADRIAN KING ’12
had a solo exhibition of ceramics called 

Evolving Perceptions in the Artists at Work 

gallery at MECA and had work included in  

the exhibit Big Pots, Little Cups at Chases 

Garage art center in York, ME.

Above: Adrian King '12, Large Open Jar, 

stoneware, kaolin slip, laterite slip, wood 

ash, atmosphereic fired with gas (detail), 

31" x 18" x 18", 2017

CHAD CREIGHTON ’12
had work exhibited at the Broken Crow  

Collective, owned by Tyler Grenzeback ’11,  

in Portland, ME.

Above: Chad Creighton '12, Local, 

pallet wood, spray paint, acrylic paint, 

Sharpie, pen, 30" x 40", 2017

HANJI CHANG ’14 
 
and Andy O'Brien, founders of  O’Chang Studios, gave a talk 

on their animated work at the VIP reception at the Friends of 

Casco Bay’s 10th Wild & Scenic Film Festival in Portland, ME.

This still image from the online animated series A Climate 

Calamity in the Gulf of Maine: The Lobster Pot Heats Up, by 

Hanji Chang ’14 and Andy O’Brien, in partnership with Maine 

Sea Grant, shows how climate change affects lobsters.

MICHEL DROGE MFA ’10
had a solo exhibit of cyanotypes entitled 

Hiraeth, at the Frank Brockman Gallery 

in Brunswick, ME, which was reviewed 

in the Portland Phoenix. Her work was 

included in the exhibit Between Dreams at 

Elizabeth Moss Galleries in Falmouth, ME.

Above: Michel Droge MFA '10, Midsummer, 

oil on birch panel, 30" x 30", 2016



EDITH “EDIE” R. TUCKER (ATTENDED) ’76

Edie passed away on July , 2017, at age 87. She was born in

New York City and was a well-known artist in the Portland area

who attended Portland School of Art (now MECA) from 173 to 

17. She lived life to the fullest and opened her home to many.

She fully embraced the arts and was an avid active supporter

of the Portland arts scene. Whether sculpting in her Portland

studio, ushering at a local theater, contra dancing at a country 

grange hall, or patronizing an artist’s studio opening, she was 

always smiling, positive, supportive, and encouraging. She is

survived by her children, Ellie Tucker; Sam Tucker and his wife

Karen; Edie Dubord and her husband Steve; and Newell Tucker

and his wife Cheryl, as well as her sisters, Bobbie Oliver and

Harriet Gardner, her husband, John, eight grandsons and step-

grandsons, and three great-granddaughters.

IN MEMORIAM

KEEP IN TOUCH

Alumni Offi  ce at MECA

522 Congress Street 

Portland, ME 04101

meca.edu/alumni
alums@meca.edu

Our alumni are extremely important to us. 

Send your news, suggestions, high-resolution 

images (300 dpi minimum), and updated 

contact info to alums@meca.edu.

Submissions for Class Notes received after
our deadline will be considered for inclusion
in the next magazine.

TAVIA GILBERT SALT ’01
received a 2017 Best Female Narrator 

Audie Award for her narration of Be Frank 

With Me by Julia Claiborne Johnson. Tavia 

has narrated almost 500 audiobooks, for 

which she has won numerous awards.

MAYNETTA L. FRENCH ’41

Maynetta L. (Mace) French, 8, passed away peacefully on July 31,

2017, in Lewiston, Maine. She was born in Augusta on Feb. 21, 11,

the daughter of the late Carl and Lona (Skillins) Mace.

Maynetta grew up in East Winthrop, and graduated from Winthrop

High School in 137. She graduated from Portland School of Art 

and worked at CMP as an assistant civil engineer for over 30 years

until her retirement. Maynetta was married to Bernard W. French 

from 15 until his passing in 172. Crocheting was her favorite 

pastime, and she manufactured "Mini-Grani" bags and sold over

10,000 of them worldwide. She also owned and operated Maynetta's

Card Shop in East Winthrop and was a member of the Central 

Maine Arts and Crafts Guild Inc. Maynetta is survived by her friend

and guardian Jim Cook and his wife Paula, along with six cousins,

several second cousins, and many friends.

CASEY ATKINS SALT ’09 provided photography, video,

and website design for a nonprofi t organization in 

Nicaragua focused on low-income women 

entrepreneurs.

STEVEN JACKSON SALT ’13 and TRACY MUMFORD 

SALT ’13 won audio awards in the 2017 Third 

Coast/Richard H. Driehaus Competition. Jackson is 

an associate producer of Blink One for Yes, a podcast 

about a diffi  cult family choice that was aired on the 

NPR radio show Snap Judgment. Mumford produced 

The Traffi  c Stop, an audio documentary about the fatal 

events in 2016 when police offi  cer Jeronimo Yanez 

pulled over Philando Castile for a routine traffi  c stop.

SALT 
ALEXANDRA MARVAR SALT ’06 co-produced the

Kickstarter campaign for Alex Winter’s Frank 

Zappa documentary and was the producer of 

the 2017 Camden International Film Festival, in

Maine. Her post-Salt career has included travel 

to over 30 countries.

MOLLY CARO MAY SALT '06 now lives in Montana, where

she is the author of the forthcoming memoir Body 

Full of Stars: Female Rage and My Passage into

Motherhood. Her fi rst book, The Map of Enough: One

Woman’s Search for Place, earned a starred Kirkus

Review and was called “an impressive debut memoir.”

Tessa Greene O’Brien MFA ’16 and her husband, Will Sears, both 

painters, had a long-standing dream to fi ll the city of Portland with colorful,

graphic works of art in public spaces. Immersed in the worlds of sign 

painting, murals, and large-scale festival and installation work, the pair 

wanted to create opportunities for communities to come together around 

art that celebrated both the contemporary art world and the vernacular 

of place. In 2015, with a grant from the Kindling Fund—administered by 

SPACE Gallery through a regranting program funded by the Andy Warhol 

Foundation for the Visual Arts—O’Brien and Sears were able to co-found

the Portland Mural Initiative, which now has six murals and architectural

interventions under its name, and plans for future works under way.

“We have learned a lot about public art and community engagement 

since our inception,” says O’Brien. The Portland Mural Initiative has 

worked with several private businesses along Portland’s Bayside Trail 

that have off ered up walls to emerging and established artists whom 

O’Brien and Sears have commissioned. They’ve also worked as far away 

as Kittery, in addition to their signature work in Portland. Understanding 

that artists are not separate from the communities they live and work 

in, O’Brien and Sears have diligently attended to fostering dialogue 

among artists, organizations, and community stakeholders. The Portland 

Mural Initiative has hosted free public meals at openings for murals 

and a series of artist talks designed to connect the public to the work.

This kind of connection is important, especially for artists like Jenny McGee
Dougherty ’05, who was commissioned for one of the Bayside Trail murals

in the summer of 2015. “There are elements of the composition that were

directly drawn from the surrounding landscape,” she says, pointing to 

various architectural details and color palettes—like swaths of paint meant

to cover up graffi  ti—that inform her abstract, collage-like work. Dougherty,

whose mural work will be included in the Portland Museum of Art 2018

Biennial, was able to translate the imagery of her smaller works on paper

into something larger and much more public through her work with the

Portland Mural Initiative: “Working large and having my process viewable

to the public was exciting—it allowed me to come full circle with this work.”

For O’Brien and Sears, working with artists who have a connection to the

area creates a space for the community to engage in deeper understandings

of both art and artists in Portland, and work such as Dougherty’s can 

highlight hidden moments of beauty in the neighborhood in new, thoughtful

ways. “Artists are integral members of the community,” says O’Brien. “We

seek opportunities that allow the artists creative license while still aligning

with the reality and vibe of the neighborhood.”

As the Portland Mural Initiative moves into its fourth year, O’Brien notes 

that they have dialed back the scale of the project in order to pursue 

projects that they’re passionate about, even if that means taking on fewer 

projects per year. “Our hope is that the artist’s creative vision is not dulled 

down through extensive design by committee,” O’Brien refl ects. As the 

Portland Mural Initiative gains recognition and momentum, she and Sears 

are being careful to honor both the artists they work with and their own

creative practices. In addition to working on several of her own commissions,

O’Brien also has an active studio practice and recently attended painting

residencies at the Vermont Studio Center in Johnson, Vermont, and at

Hewnoaks Artist Colony in Lovell, Maine.

While new projects are under way, viewers can currently take a stroll or

cycle along the Bayside Trail to see murals by O’Brien, Sears, and Dougherty,

as well as by Andrea Sulzer and Greta van Campen, and can get updates

from portlandmuralinitiative.org.

Jenna Crowder ’09 is an artist who works in installation, curating, and

writing. She earned her BFA in Sculpture at MECA and has worked

internationally on public and collaborative art projects. Jenna is currently

a member of the Portland Public Art Committee and is a member artist 

at Pickwick Independent Press. She is the co-founding editor of the

online arts journal The Chart.
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by Jenna Crowder ’09

Murals by artist Ryan Adams in Kittery, Maine.1

1

Mural by Tessa Green O’Brien MFA ’16 on the Bayside Trail in Portland, Maine.2

2

Mural by Jenny McGee Dougherty ’05 on the Bayside Trail in Portland, Maine.3

3



MECA 
SHOP

NEW MERCHANDISE!

Visit meca.edu/store 
to browse new MECA merch items, 

including T-shirts, sweatshirts, hats, 

hoodies, sweatpants, water bottles,

aprons, tank tops, and more!

CONTINUING STUDIES AT MECA

MAINE COLLEGE OF ART  |  522 CONGRESS ST.  |  PORTLAND, ME 04101  |  meca.edu/cs  |  207.699.5061

PRE-COLLEGE

JULY 8 – 28, 2018

The residential Pre-College program provides high 
school students with the skills to embark on a rigorous 
study of the arts. Visit meca.edu/precollege for more.

MARCH 12 – 16, 2018

SALT DOCUMENTARY STUDIES

CPD 200-W  |  Radio Storytelling

CPD 220-W  |  The Personal Essay

CPD 250-W  |  Documentary Photography

MAY 13 – 21, 2018

LA NAPOULE, FRANCE

CTR 120-F  |  ADELINE GOLDMINC-TRONZO 

ARTIST RETREAT ON THE FRENCH RIVIERA

For more information, go to meca.edu/cs.
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Art gives meaning to our day-to-day lives. Now 
more than ever, MECA is counting on you to help 
us provide the next generation of artists with the 
opportunities, resources, and tools they need to 
excel in an ever-changing world.

When you support our Annual Fund, your gift 
has an immediate impact on our students and 
our communities.

MAKE YOUR GIFT TODAY AT

meca.edu/donate
207.775.5098  advancement@meca.edu

ART AND 
DESIGN ARE 
CRUCIAL TO 
OUR WORLD



MECAMORPHOSIS

Spring Gala

Fashion Show + Thesis Exhibition

FRIDAY, MAY 4, 2018

Celebrating MECA’s graduating 

professional artists.

meca.edu/mecamorphosis

MAINE COLLEGE OF ART

522 CONGRESS STREET

PORTLAND, MAINE 04101

Featuring the original works 

of students, faculty, staff , 

alumni, and friends.

meca.edu/collect

COLLECT

JUNE 28 – 30, 2018

Maine College of Art’s 

Summer Art Sale


